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COMPARISON OP THE ORGANIZATION OF
TRAINING SCHOOLS IN FOUR STATE TEACHERS COLLEGES
Outline
Criteria for basis of comparison.
I, Director of training.
a. Head of education department.
b. Director of training school.
II. Correlation of theory and practice.
a. Training teacher.
b. Supervision of students by college instructors.
c. Observation parallels courses in education.
III. Kesponsibility of training school.
a. Director of training under the guidance of the
president.
IV. Facilities for practice teaching,
a. Campus schools.
1, Elementary schools.
2. Junior high school.
V, Principal of training school.
a. Teaching principal
VI. Staff of training school.
8. Jurisdiction of teachers college.
b. Members of college faculty.
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VII , Number of training teachers.
a. One for each grade or room.
b. Safeguarding children.
c. Increase efficiency of supervisor.
VIII. Observation of teaching.
a. Part of courses in education.
b. Part of academic courses.
c. Part of the course in participation.
d. Part of the course in practice teaching.
IX. Participation.
a. Gradual induction of the student into teaching.
b. Outline of graded series of units of teacher activity.
c. Taught along with course in "Methods of Teaching”.
X. Number of hours of practice teaching,
a. Half year (450 hours),
b. Supervised teaching by. training. teacher (120 hours).
c. Concentrated practice.
XI. dumber of student teachers,
a. Eight per training teacher in one year,
XII. Teaching of training teaching.
a. One half year.
b. Limit student teaching.
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XIV. Rating blank.
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1. Diagnosis and remedy,
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B. Comparison.
1. State Teachers College Training School
a, Fitchburg State Teachers College.
b. Framin^am State Teachers College.
c, Westfield State Teachers College.
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INTRODUCTION

1Introduction
The standards in this thesis have "been accumulated
for the purpose of giving objective comparisons of training
practices found in four State Teachers Colleges. The
proposed standards do not represent ideals that are free
from criticism, since any group of standards represent ideals
which cannot be attained by all institutions. Facilities
for observation, participation and practice teaching vary
greatly in colleges thus any attempt to standardize the
amount of time to be spent in each practice will not find
universal acceptance. In a program of correlation of theory
and practice, it is often difficult to secure the cooperation
of Instructors in academic subjects to visit the training
school, and to assign them definite periods for observation
is, in some instances, almost impossible. Some directors
do not desire the college instructors to visit the training
schools. Practice teaching is often done in public schools
v/here teachers are not under the control of the college;
this fact makes the correlation of theory and practice
difficult.
No attempt has been made to standardize: (1) the
professional and academic education of the training teacher;
(2) her salary; (3) her teaching load; (4) the curriculiom;
(5) the quality of supervision.
The organization of practice teaching is one of the
most important phases of teacher training institutions. The
;: 50 rf Q'-ffid Blaaxli at o^-ia/iftnia riH
StttaX -ti to Hm .f-oitia..!) ‘ to
uq ’ '^ot
jl:- .a<r,. IIoC' rierfoaoT oJiaid -u.oq lU i’ttsio'i jao' - iq
oo'fX o’.'i ' viX .rns==i«'»ro^ >J’on ^ ^
'iS't.ibttuctc; 'job-
:f:io v.oaqo't .
aalXUlQ^*: IXb /cf ^.:.ii 7 >X ^oocu o d'
’'^7 ^nino.ioi 901-^aa-iq t.-ia ;ic: > 9 f: t ^.xjU zot
• or{;> -3sif)'i:jbi3a^ri o$ iq0/3ct;ta /lb 3u.-X iOf^oXIoo nl '.:XXi5'j*%
bflXl ion II/.W dolios-rq aoa© ni inrjqw 3 >' oi afliii
'lo inx/oauj
V rcarfi lo n. iJoIoTnoo to r.e'ij.O'tq a al . 3oaai''i
Ia'’.'i
nol -li'.^ioqooo o'ii oi iXx/oXltXI> noiiv iX ^
;o^ o.-jnq .frftJ
ilaiv oi >iiooi;rfya 0X0- >b son tti ou^iinnl lo
rtcX.'.:/^93cfo -rou abolioq oixaX'laJb moflX /mXxan oi bno
,X-offoo
Eioioa-xlb onio: :di.c«5 oqxni ir-.oasla .uooxifliJi-':
omoB ^ -X
grrXn: i'xi ani J '*;Xv i'lOiox/'iisrtX r-.^slloo oili
'.aoX) ion
nlooJor. oXXili/n fiX onob n^ito ei natdosid^
.^Xorr.ia
• jaoXXoo Oiii io X •'‘i.li'too ©jdi • ybni; ioc oxa oto.^J'.t
ooXJoanq ban lo ftr i
ionl nldJ
.iXuoXriXi)
D/ti (X) :oaXX;'iBbfM ©6hib
iqii:a:^qn o!!
;*xo..^Aoi ^nXaX/iit or.i lo noXi.ioi/f.e oXrobBoa bcU
I^;.ioiaao'10'iq
;c:i/XaoX'r/UJO axii (**) ;t>BcX ^rtirloaoi "X©! jY
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ioXniv'iof, ;/n lo .' itXiurp oaIX (r*.
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'jaeX jolioiii'iq -u ituX:las ©JX
6«- .aaoMUiUonl s.,:.. 'lo.- ae.- V. Srt«S';oq»a
Jqo»!
standards in this thesis represent the recommendations of
authorities in the field of teacher training; therefore, it
seems that any institution expecting to offer effective
teacher training should meet these standards, for each
criterion is based upon teacher training organization that
is recognized to be strong.
The information was obtained with the permission of
the presidents of the four teachers colleges studied. Each
of the training schools was visited when actually in session,
and much of the information was secured thru actual observa-
tion. The directors of training contributed largely to the
information found in this report. These directors gave most
generously of their time, their information, and their
reports, blanks, etc. Additional information was obtained
thru a careful study of the various bulletins issued by the
colleges studied and thru discussions with instructors and
teachers in the field of teacher training.
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STANDARDS FOR COMPARISON OF COLLEGES
I
3Standards for Comparison of Colleges
!• The head of the department of education and the
director of training shall he united in one person.
Bagley^ recommends that the head of the department
of education and the duties of the director should be united
in one person. The state colleges in Massachusetts are
small enough so that this plan may be successfully carried
out. With the director of training in this pivotal position,
there is great opportunity for integration and correlation
of theory and practice. The director of training shall have
under his charge the other members of the department of
education and the principals and training teachers of the
practice schools. Under the guidance of the director, these
instructors can be in daily contact with the practice
schools. As an Instructor in methods of teaching, the
director is in a position to keep the training staff Informed
of the content of this course and the principles of
education which the student teachers are to put into practice.
With this correlation of theory and practice, the student
teachers are enrolled with training teachers who have in
common with the student teachers the same principles of
education which are taught by the director. The director
is also in a position to secure a close relationship
between the academic and the psychology courses and the
training schools.
1. Bagley, W. C. Bulletin No. 14, Pg. 394. The Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
CO; oiXoO lo rtO8l'*iBq^0 *xol ^b'tahnafC
P.odd beta no I fjho^tf Ip JnotrJ^wgeJb mii W rmeri aril? ( •!
»ao8*ioq iua ttd i. d dffv XX^s jinfftlD' i .
^
1<
daoi:adui3qob odd >o OBod d^ufd c^brtoptaovB't
bodimr od bfuodn tcdott*i}:b twW lo aol^fc ©rf:f iroXiflotrbo 'Xo
aic ccf^osu/rfoaosMl Mil sogoXIoo eA^^rJa o£fr ./loertoq onO nl
bdl»i'X20 ^jXXjJxaiJOOoifo oc •^am /luX^ elitcf itarfi oe xlstrori© Ilaeie
,floi;tlnoq lactovlq elrii nl ’SOioo*sl£> rl^lW *duo
nc'lJtalo'xaoo bwn aoddax:Bdat lol Y^ixtf/i'ioqqo ctno^ig si ofjarW
evsxf XXj^c *10 ^o^oa'ilb arfP ,aalJoa*iq bitB xio^dd lo
,
'i
lo iiio£i:;J*LBqof> ^^oi|W lo BMotfcrocs n^ddo Qtld ©soarfo Rlri ‘lebau
OxiJ lo. a^redoaetf anlntiJ'rf i'nji nXaqJfoni'iq sdd ft/iB noldzoub^
oearfet .loJDO'xii) offd* lo oocusbtjm oriJ-vioimU .cloorfoe eoldoaiq
.3 'ii
''
ool;^oa'tq odd ddirfj do^daoo \;Xiii6 .tl acf nso e'loiow'i;fcal
Li add ^j^ntrfoaai lo aborlcfom ai 'lodoimdnaJL rua lA .elooripa
Donnolfll llaia 0fl$ qoa^l od noldlBoq a at rI aodoeatb
tp
lo BaIqlonl*jq oilct’b/tja ocTajpo ali£^ lo d^rta^taoo arf^ lo
^ootdoaaq odiil duq od o«ia e-xo/foaod- daaJbi/dt add doldw noldaoi/be
daobsfdn odd ^ooldoanq hna lo nolctaXa't'ioo Bjtrf:^
at ovari oxfw aVorffaed s/ilnla'xd' tld lif bolXoaxfo o*ia c^odasod
HI * uii
lo aolqlsnl^xq ©ffrae odd oitodoajfd' detobado add i(dtw itociaoo
•xodooalb od'T .n;C‘doo%tb odd' xd ddQ^ufd O'oa •iolilw noliaaobo
qlxfeffOl.^AXo'X ocolo a a^ioaoe 1 aoq a at ocio al
M
odd baa oobh/oo ^^oXorfa^aq bfia olffr^bcoa odd aoavdad
tiaXovdoa ^ntatsad
olgdiTtflO odl* ,M .oK filz^elXjae .0 ,W
^ti.Uioaa^ lo ^l(f€MaootiavjbA iol noldnOiOTO^
4II* The president and the director of training shall be
responsible for organizlnp; an effective plan of correlation
that will integrate all the work of the college and the
training: school .
There is no part of teacher training more important,
yet more difficult to put into effective operation, than
correlation of theory and practice. Some college instructors
are unwilling to have assigned periods in the training
schools, for they believe subject matter to be all important.
There will alv/ays be argument pro and con that sufficient
subject matter guarantees efficiency in teaching; neverthe-
less, correlation of theory and practice is essential.
Armentrout^ states, "in some state teachers’ colleges there
is practically no participation by the faculty in the
activities of the training schools. Subject matter courses
are presented in an isolated and detached way, and the
training school is dominated by certain traditional methods
of teaching subject matter in direct opposition to the work
of the other college departments." Very often the lack of
a training school and the use of a city school for practice
teaching make this close correlation difficult, yet some
plan is necessary. Rutledge states, "The president of a
teachers’ college or normal school should secure intimate
relationship between the theory and practice departments,
thru a close coordination of all activities in these
departments .
"
1. Armentrout, W. D, "The Conduct of Student Teaching.
Fg. 21.
2. Rutledge Columbia University Contributions to Education
Teachers’ College Series Pg. 50.
XX
^ «6Xg...B yX..>a»lta fUi7i.:iX.t >„.t:^ TO 'tol »£<St,
aaoXXoo ana lo ifr.-, «,JJ. XXa aiB’tr.aJai XXJir
.tOBiioqal stoa snJnXa-i# ^edoaoi lo itaq on bX o-ioJT
uadJ ,nr>Xifl79qot»\rXi»o«ll9 OXOX ^j;q oj XXi/alSlXA oioai Xo-(
anotointaat ^sXXoa aaoS .aolipanq baa iiootff lo aoXXaXo'itoo
,
soX.-tXanX a(:x ni afioX-teq bo/:QXsBa ovatl oX aoXXXXwmr ate
.XfteXaoqKX XXa o<J oi iel.tan Xaotdoa ovaXXotf ijotfx iol .alodrloB
^nolaXTii/o i/uXX'noo fina otq inomosii UfawXa iXXw aaoifr
-acfXiowon ;«nXr(M»X nX ToreoXoXll* aooitilbxixis lojJaa Jaotrfira
.raXXnoono aX aoXXoaiq tum t-toaxJ* lo nofXaXo-iioa ,eaoX
aiotii aoaeXioo 'e-io5oaoX sjais oaoa al« .aocfaXa TluoiSaoB-iA
9rfX OX it»Xo03l Orix td ooXXaqiot-Ixaq Oo tXXooXioatq aX
,
aoaoooo toixam jootdoC .aXoorioa soXaiaoJ arid lo aolii^xxos
arid boa ,,{/jw fioriOHdaX* boa beJaXoal tta nt baditeaooq a-ia
aXKiiiJow XBOoUXbaU «a.Xooo ?d baJa.Oaob aX Xo.rioa aoXnJaoi
rfocw arid od noXdXaoqqo iobnib at •caiins toaldua aoXrioaod lo"
to jtoaX arid nedto ^-lav ”
.Bicioainaqab afioXXoa lorido arid lo
ooXdoaiq tot Xoarioe «dXo a lo aao arid fcta Xoorioa snXoXaid a
eooa d8\- .dXoaXllib ooXdaXaiiqo aaeao aXrfd a.lam anXri^aad
a lo diiablae-iq ariT" ,a8dad8 ®o?boXdu«
.rtaasaoan «X onXq-
odaaXdoX a'xoaoa bUmda Xoorioa Xannort to ^eXXoo 'aoodaaad
,8dito«diaq8b eoldoariq boa ^loortd add oaandari qXdaaoidaXao
aaorid oX aoXdtvXdoa XXa 16 ndlds/iXbaooo acoXo a oorid
”
•adoon't'taqab
•SoXrioaaT dnoiu/da lo ioubaoO a.sr" .a ^tuotlaaanA
.1
ooXdaouiii od BaaltuaitiaaO tdiaoovXn^ aXriiaoXoO agboXXoR
‘,S
» J il
'Od/ *a*J 80i*io^ OQsXIoO ’ttionoaaT,
^
There are as many plans for correlation as there are
institutions* Garrison^ says, ” the solution of these
problems depends upon a far reaching program, extending
thruout the institutional activities of the academic
departments, the educational and psychology departments and
the training departments, and upon the selection and
development of the proper personnel in these departments to
plan and execute such a program of coordination and integration.
No one plan of correlation will satisfy every institution.
Criteria in this thesis for minimum essentials are:
1. In many respects the college instructor and
training school teacher are on the same level; i.e., they
attend joint faculty meetings; they serve on the same
committees; they cooperate in compiling course of study for
training school.
2. At least one subject matter instructor is expected
to supervise her subject in the training school.
3. Instructors of method and psychology courses are
expected to hold observation classes in the training school
once a week for one semester.
4. Academic instructors are expected to observe
every type of lesson in their subjects taught in the training
school.
1. Garrison, N. L. "Current Practice in Coordination of
College and Training School Work", 1931. Pg. 4
^•lA •fa IV9 *J9£*viof> 'cc ’t taalii U^tiiwr ni* if/xa
ftaorM* la fsdtVt/t'^« “ ^uoaiii^jBO . aa& t Kt rt'xj
' D * I /'
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6III* Full responsibility and control of the training
schools shall rest in the director of training under the
guidance of the president .
The director of training shall he responsible only
to the president of the college and shall be responsible for
securing cooperation betv/een the college and the local city
school authorities. YiThen the control of the training schools
rests in the hands of the director of training, the
administrative policies of the college are facilitated;
opportunities for correlation and integration of all work
are Increased; selection of teachers can be made without the
influence of a local school board or superintendent; a state
course of study or one made by a committee composed of
college Instructors and training school teachers can be
followed in the training schools. The Carnegie Report^
states: "Generally speaking, the policies of the school
that is used for training purposes must be determined by the
normal school authorities; a plan of dual control thru which
responsibility and authority are divided between the local
superintendent or school board on the one hand and the normal
school on the other hand is very hard to administer."
IV. Each teachers^ college shall have a campus school ,
which Includes an elementary and a junior high school, and
one or more off campus schools .
The type of training schools needed for effective
teacher training varies with each institution. Some colleges
1. Bagley, W. C. et al. Bulletin No. 14. Pg. 193. The
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching 1920.
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7offer elementary courses of study; others offer elementary,
junior and senior high school courses of study, and others
offer, in addition rural school education. A college should
offer training for every type of course found in its
curriculum, rifhen the college has a campus school, the
training of the student is more efficient because the
opportunities for observation and participation are increased.
Mead^ states: "All teacher preparing institutions need this
school. A school maintained and controlled by the teacher
preparing institution and easy of access (usually on the
main campus) is the minimum of facilities as far as types of
schools are concerned." In this plan the campus school
shall include an elementary school containing a kindergarten
and grades one to six and a junior high school containing
grades seven to nine. Large colleges offering senior high
school education should maintain an off campus school for
observation, participation and practice teaching. In the
smaller colleges, particularly those in Massachusetts, senior
high school practice teaching is uncommon.
V. There shall be a principal in each of the training
schools, who may be a teaching principal.
Such a plan relieves the director of training of the
administrative duties of the training school, i.e., clerical
duties and disciplinary duties. This gives the director of
training time for teaching in the college, greater opportunity
for correlating the work and additional time to supervise
student teaching. The administrative duties of the training
.1. Mead, A. R. "Supervised Student Teaching”. Pg. 554.
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school will be in charge of the principal, and since these
duties take only part of his time, because training schools
are as a rule small in size, he may be a grade or subject
teacher. Concerning this Mead^ states: "As a principal of
a small school he often becomes a supervising teacher."
VI, The entire staff of the training school shall be
under the control of the teachers* college.
ViHien each training teacher considers herself a member
of the college faculty, she will take a greater interest in
the supervision of student teachers than a city school
teacher doing the same type of work; for when she accepts the
position, she assumes the dual responsibility of child
progress and student teacher progress. Then, by carefully
observing the student teach and diagnosing his difficulties,
she will attempt thru demonstatlon lessons and regularly
planned conferences to accelerate the progress of the student
teacher. Again the college authorities hold her responsible
for this dual role of teaching. Finally, the director of
training can increase the efficiency of the training school
teachers by faculty meetings. President V/aldo^ states, "The
laboratory school staff should be on the same basis as that
of other faculty members." This control shall apply to the
off campus schools. Public school teachers may be used in
off campus schools for the training of student teachers
provided that the teachers receive compensation for this
extra work.
1. Mead, A. R. "Supervised Student Teaching". Pg. 575
2, V/aldo, D. B. Year Book of Araerlcan Association of
Teachers Colleges. Pages 19-20. 1926.
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9VII* There shall be one training teacher for each grade
or room in the training school .
Safeguarding the children from exploitation is a
principle of this plan. Placing an inexperienced student
in full charge of a room is unfair to the children, for
during the early periods of the students' training and often
during the entire period of poor students, the children
lose a great deal due to this inexperience or mediocre
ability of the student in charge of the room. Regarding this
Rockv/ell^ states: "The organization of the teaching staff
in the training school follov/s the tradition quite generally
of assigning a skilled critic to each grade. This arrangement
insures the maximum of supervision of student teaching and
the optimum of adequate control of the pupils making up the
grade. After all their interests are to be carefully
safeguarded, and I say this with emphasis and feeling as a
parent of such a pupil."
VIII. Observation of teaching in the training school.
preceded by careful preparation and folloY/ed by a conference.
shall begin when the student enters the college and continue
throughout his coi.irse in practice teaching.
In this plan observation shall take the following
forms
:
1, Subject matter instructors shall observe every
type of lesson in their subject taught in the
training school.
2. Introductory courses in education, courses in
general teaching methods and psychology courses
taught previous to practice teaching shall
observe once a week for one semester.
1. Roclo7ell, H.C. "The American Association of Teachers'
Colleges, 1932. Pg. 63
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3, The amount of observation in participation is
determined, in the units of activity prepared
for this course.
4. The discretion of the training teacher determines
the amount of observation during practice
teaching.
From the beginning the teachers ’ college student is
introduced into the training school by observing the
demonstration lessons taught by the training school teachers.
Armentrout^ states: "The art of teaching will always be
dependent to a certain extent upon the ability of students
to imitate the work of other teachers who are successful.
That its validity has been accepted in practice is
shov/n by the fact that a training school is maintained by
practically all teacher training institutions and observation
is a required phase of student teaching. Hov/ever, there is
no uniformity in the amount of observation required."
All demonstration lessons shall be preceded by careful
preparation of the student for the observation. Not only
should the student receive careful preparation but the
demonstration teacher should be given sufficient time to
prepare the lesson taught. A conference should follow as
soon as possible after the observation for analysis and
interpretation of the data collected during the observation.
Unless observation is given this careful preparation,
demonstration lessons will be useless and meaningless to the
student. Armentrout^ states: "There is a grov/ing tendency
to prepare students for their observation work, by means of
previous discussion and suggestion, and a careful checking
upon what was observed."
1. Armentrout, W.D. "Conduct of student Teaching in State
Teachers Colleges." Pg. 76, Pg. 89.
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Ho ^ittsn fom for the collection of data during
the observation will serve every purpose; nevertheless, some
form is necesssiry. Because the attached form was found to
be in successful operation, it is recommended for use.
(See Appendix A). This form is of use only during the
courses in participation and practice teaching.
IX. Previous to practice teaching each student shall be
enrolled in a course in participation which will prepare
the student for responsible room teaching by a definite.
graded series of units of teacher activity.
Although the gradual induction of the student into
practice teaching by participation is not in wide use;
nevertheless, in an ideal plan it becomes important. The
Carnegie Report^ states: ”As soon as possible after his
residence at the normal school begins, he should be
introduced to the actual problems of teaching, partly, as we
have suggested, thru systematic observation closely correlated
with subject matter courses, and even more intimately thru
the type of training school work that has been commonly called
'participation' The aim of this active participation
would be twofold: first, to keep the student from the outset
in the closest possible touch with the problems that he will
have to face later as as teacher; and, secondly, to prepare
him gradually for the more exacting responsibilities of the
practice class."
A course of this kind needs careful preparation and
definite instruction. The organization of this course should
1. Bagley, \Y.C. et al. Bulletin No. 14. Pg. 224-225. The
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
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be planned so that the student will gradually be led thru
a series of units of work into the more responsible classroom
teaching. This definiteness is obtained thru a manual of
student teaching or a graded series of units of teacher
activity which have been compiled by a committee including
the director of training and training school teachers. The
plan worked out by the Director of Training, Lynn E. Brown^
of Cortland, New York is an example. "vs/liile the work is
going on in the participation schook, the students are to
carry the course in "Technique of Teaching." The purpose of
the plan is as follows:
1. "To direct intelligent observation in order that
the student teacher may differentiate individual differences;
may see applied psychology; may note the differentiation of
lesson types; and come to have a recognition of types and
devices.
2. "To familiarize the student with the routine and
the mechanics of the schoolroom.
3. "To stimulate and direct search of subject matter
and to guide research for supplementary and illustrative
material.
4. "To direct the planning of lessons,
5. "To direct the execution of plans,"
X. A full half year (450 hrs.) of concentrated practice
teaching shall be required of each student in training; of
thi s 120 hrs. of actual supervised student teaching shall
constitute the minimum ,
1. Educational Administration and Supervision. Vol XVIII.
No. 6, 1932. Pg. 452.
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Strebel^ of Syracuse University, commenting upon the
weakness of the program at Syracuse states; '’The student
teaching period in the senior year is inadequate in length.
At least one full semester should be provided." Again,
Q
Donovan in an article "Teacher Training for a Nev/ Age"
states: "The amount of student or practice teaching will
certainly have to be increased beyond the time allotted to
student teaching in most teacher training institutions today."
The long period of practice teaching is desirable
because it gives the student an opportunity to perform
activities other than actual classroom teaching which he
spends nearly half his time doing; such activities include
observation of the training teacher, coaching individual
pupils, teaching a group of children, studying the subject
matter or preparing lesson plans, keeping records and reports,
conferring v/ith the training teacher and professional reading.
Since the longer period gives the training teacher
more opportunity to teach the children herself and to
supervise the practice teaching of the student, she is better
able to analyze the needs of the children and the student
teacher and can carefully observe the progress of both.
It is better for the student teacher to observe the
growth of the children during a full half year, than for a
period of half this time. Prom the progress of the children,
the student teacher obtains an insight into the efficiency
of his teaching. During this longer period, the student has
1. Supervisors of Student Teaching. Fourteenth Annual Session,
1934. Pg. 35.
2. Educational Administration and Supervision. Vol.XIV.
Pg. 586.
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a greater opportunity to study the individual differences of
his class and accelerate the progress of the class thru
remedial teaching.
Finally the longer period of practice protects the
children from the necessity of adapting themselves to too
many different personalities.
The American Association of Teachers Colleges^
recommends, "90 hours of supervised teaching." This standard
was adopted hecause the association found that most of its
members could meet this minimum amount of supervised student
teaching. In the original recommendation made by H. A.
pBrown
,
he proposed that, "The standard amount of student
teaching required of every graduate of a teachers college
shall be 180 hours of supervised teaching; and of every
graduate of a normal school 120 hours."
The minimum of 120 hours recommended by Brown for
normal schools is selected for the following reasons:
(1) The full semester of practice teaching required of each
student gives him more opportunity to teach. (2) Other
standards in this thesis recommend that the training teacher
do practically one half of the teaching; two student teachers
are to be assigned to the training teacher each semester;
under these conditions it is possible for the student teacher
to approximate the minimum of 120 hours of supervised
student teaching.
1. The American Association of Teachers Colleges. Yearbook
1928. Pg. 10
2. "a Decade of Progress in Teaching Tralnlng"-Kill.
Appendix G. Pg. 210,
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XI. Each Training teacher shall supervise not more thsin
eight student teachers in one year .
This is a reasonable standard, for it gives the
training teacher an opportunity both to teach and supervise.
\¥hen one training teacher is assigned four or five student
teachers at one time, as is sometimes the case, the growth
of the student, the amount of supervision, and the progress
of the children are retarded, because the training teacher
is so overloaded that she is unable to function effectively
as teacher or supervisor. Dr. McMullan^ in an analysis of
the critic teacher in state teachers colleges shov/s the
great variety of the work of the critic teacher. Dr. McMullan
collected data from 427 critic teachers; the study gives a
job analysis of the critic teacher and lists thirty five
different functions of the critic teacher. He summarizes by
warning against the increasing load and urges decreasing
some of the activities. Garrison^ states: "The work of the
training supervisor is too heavy, too multiple and varied,
and too detailed for the satisfactory performance of her major
duties - coordinating her v/ork with that of the college and
directing the student teaching in her charge."
Waddel^ makes the following comment regarding the
supervisory practices at his school: "The University of
California at Los Angeles has worked for years on a
constructive policy calculated to meet the usual criticism
of supervised teaching that children suffer under inexpert
1. Mead, A.R. Supervised Student Teaching Pg. 583.
2. Garrison, N.L. Status and vVork of the Training Supervisor
Pg. 93.
3. Supervisors of Student Teaching. Fourteenth Annual Session.
1934. Pg. 64
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teaching of student teachers, by limiting the number of
student teachers at any one period under any one training
teacher to from one to three (the latter very rarely).’*
The Carnegie Report^ recommends one training teacher to
p
every eight student teachers per year* Judd and Parker
recommend the same standard as the lowest possible ratio*
XII* One half of the teaching in the training school shall
be done by the training teacher *
Education in the training school should be at least
equal to, if not better than, education in the public schools
A training teacher with student teachers is able to do more
individual teaching than a public school teacher* Neverthe-
less, this is not always true, for often too much teaching
is done by student teachers ?/ho have little or no experience.
Such exploitation of children is unjust. The Carnegie Report
commenting upon the amount of teaching done by student
teachers, states: ”V/hlle in nearly one half of all training
schools all of the actual teaching is done by student
teachers, this practice is open to grave criticism. It may
be laid down as a fundamental rule of training school
organization that certainly not more than three fourths of
the work of any training school pupil should be under the
direction of practice teachers, and the limitation of this
proportion to one half would be better." One needs only to
spend a short time in a training school where there is too
1. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching*
Bulletin No* 14. Pg* 213*
2* United States Bureau of Education, Bulletin No*12. 1916*
Pg. 89.
3. Carnegie Report for the Advancement of Student Teaching.
Bulletin No. 14 Pg. 194.
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much student teaching to realize the significance of "grave
criticism". If all student teachers were strong and superior
the above criticism would be false. However there are average
and inferior student teachers who must receive a rigid
training before they are allowed to do much responsible class
room teaching; to allow such student teachers to do a large
amount of teaching previous to this training is open to
criticism.
XIII. The final rating of the student teacher shall be
made by the training teacher with the assistance of the
director of training and the subject matter instructor.
Individual rating of the student teacher by the
training teacher is often an unfair means of arriving at a
just mark for the student. Very often the prejudices of the
training teacher greatly influence the mark, or the personality
of the student assumes more importance than the ability of
the student. Since the judgment of three people is better
than one, it seems that a more just rating of the student is
given when the training teacher is aided by the director of
training and the subject matter Instructor from the college,
who have had the student in class previous to his practice
teaching and who have observed the student teach; this joint
rating is fairer than the individual rating of the training
school teacher. Concerning this joint rating Mead^ says:
"if two or three persons, possessed of a common understanding
of purposes, processes, and results in teacher preparation,
1. Head, A.R. "Supervised Student Teaching" Pg. 472.
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confer - after seeing the saiae student teacher at work - each
can contribute data needed for making the final judgment*
It seems that his procedure would be more complete than if
one person made the judgment."
. The items in the rating blank shall be specific
enough so that they may be used for diagnostic and remedial
work as well as a final rating of the student.
Any rating blank that is used for student rating will
meet the usual criticism that it depends upon the subjective
judgment of the training teacher and is, therefore likely to
be unjust and even biased; nevertheless, until some more
objective method of rating is found, the rating blank must
be usee'. Y/hen the items on the rating blank analyze the
teaching process into specific activities, they become less
subjective and they serve the purpose of diagnosing the
strong and v/eak points of the student teacher and prove
valuable in guiding the training teacher in construction
v/ork with the student teacher. Concerning the rating blank.
Wrinkle and Armentrout^ state: "The evaluation of teaching
grades is necessarily subjective. However, it is desirable
to analyze teaching into specific activities and advise the
teacher of relative success with respect to the different
items included in the analysis. In this sense the evaluation
is not a rating device, but is used for the purpose of
diagnosis Any adequate evaluation of the work of the
1. Wrinkle and Arnentrout. "Directed Observation and
Teaching in the Secondary Schools" Pg. 353, 355.
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teacher must take into consideration these essential phases
of the situation which for convenience and classification
may he grouped into four classes:
a* Abilities of the personal trait type.
b. Abilities of the management type.
c. Abilities of the instructional type.
d. Abilities involved in relationships with the
personnel of the school staff."
V/ith a rating blank which has the above characteristics,
the training teacher can go over the rating blank v\rith the
student teacher tv;o or three times before the final rating
and point out the strengths and v/eaknesses of the student’s
teaching. Thus the student teacher recognizes standards of
teaching which are set up in the rating blank and the
conscientious student will attempt to reach these standards.
In this manner the rating blank serves a real purpose to
student teachers. The attached rating blank approximates
the above standards and is recommended for use. (See Appendix
B).
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The preceding diagram illustrates the organization
of the ideal training school. The fourteen standards
explain in detail the organization and functions of this
ideal training school.
The president of the college is the chief executive;
hoY/ever, the director of training has control and
responsibility of the training school. In each of the
training schools there is a principal v/ho is in communication
continually with the superintendent of schools. The campus
schools include an elementary school and a junior high school
There is one or more off campus schools. Due to the
facilities for training, the number of entering college
students in the elementary and, particularly, in the junior
high school courses, is necessarily limited. The training
schools are under the control of the teachers' college; all
of the practice teaching is done in these schools under the
supervision of training teachers, who function in the college
as college instructors. One college instructor of each
subject supervises the teaching of that subject throughout
the training school.
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I* The head of the department of education and the director
of training shall be united in one person*
1. The head of the department of education shall teach
to the students in the college those methods which
he expects the students to put into practice in
the training school.
2* The director shall have charge of the assignment of
student teachers*
3* The director shall supervise students and assist in
the rating of students*
4. The director shall not be a principal of the training
school*
A* Fitchburg
The major portion of the duties of the director at
Fitchburg is spent in teaching two courses, "introduction
to Education" and "Methods of Teaching", one to the
entering freshmen and the other to the elementary and
junior high school groups; much of his time is spent in
supervising the student teachers in the training school,
in assigning and rating student teachers, in conferrirg
with the principals and training teachers, in faculty
meetings with the training school staff, in testing
results of the progress of the children and in activities
in connection with school organization.
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B. Franlngham
Since much of the practice teaching at Framingham is
done in public schools in surrounding cities and towns,
the director of training spends most of her time
supervising the practice teaching of students in the
field. She teaches two courses in education, "intro-
duction to Education" and "Methods of Teaching", to
students in the elementary course and confers each
Monday with the student teachers who return on this day
for conference. Assigning and rating of students is
part of her work also.
C. Westfield
The director of training at Westfield is principal
of the training school and as such the greater portion
of his activities is spent in the administration of
this school. He teaches one course in methods of
teaching to the college students, supervises the work
of the student teachers, assigns student teachers and
assists in their rating.
D. V/orcester
Most of the practice teaching at Worcester is done
in the city schools and the greater portion of the
activities of the director is spent in supervising
student teachers in the field. She teaches one course
in education in the college, hov/ever the course in
methods of teaching is taught by another instructor.
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D. Worcester (Cont’d)
She has full charge of the assignment of student teachers,
confers with the student teachers who return to the
college each Monday for a conference and assists in the
rating of the students.
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Table I Classification
Colleges
Standard I
Fitchburg12 3 Framingham12 3 Westfield12 3 Yforcester12 3
1.
Head of educa-
tion department
shall teach methods.
i/
2.
Director shall
have charge of
assignment of stu-
dents.
i/ 1/
3.
Director shall
supervise students
and assist in
rating
.
v/
4.
Director shall
not be principal of
training school.
TOTAL 12 12 10 10
3
2
1
Requirement met
Requirement partially met
Requirement not met
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II. The president and the director of training shall be
responsible for organizing an effective plan of
correlation that will Integrate all the work of the
college and the training school,
1. Subject matter Instructors shall visit the training
school once a week to observe student teaching in
their subjects,
2. The college instructors shall keep the training
school teachers informed by conference of the
subject matter and theory that they are teaching,
3. The college instructors and the training school
teachers shall organize courses of study coopera-
tively,
A, Fitchburg
At Fitchburg an effective plan of correlation was
found to be in operation. Several college instructors
spend one half day a week supervising the work of the
student teacher. Each subject instructor has charge
of her subject all thru the training school. Observation
in the training school is a part of the academic courses
and the courses in education. Occasionally the college
instructor teaches a demonstration lesson. Art,
physical education and health are taught in the training
school by college instructors. College instructors
aid in making the courses of study and selecting the
textbooks in the training schools. The teachers of the
9<f IlArU lo 'xciOA'xljb Laa rfnoJbiaonci orfT
dlo rtalq evl;foollo mi salslncj^to lol oldlonoqseic
oriJ il*tow. drid LLa t;t£'iS9:^al XlJtw tfarii ooiiaXovxco
,Xoo£(o8 gnixziaict i!)mj osoXXoo
3/t£rrlo*i;.t od;f ;ti6lr XlaxiB &'xoioi:/*x;tanX rz8d;fj9ia «X
al ;^ittdQ£9d Jni9btt;ta evreado o:t rfoow a aoao X^odoa
*'
,9;foel(fjjB •xXo:fi
gfiJiiXa'ti 'vli qao>f XXjade aiorfai/nctoitl e^eXXoo exlT .2
3iii:f lo aaneialnoa boonolisl o'xexioaai Xoodoa
.axtldoao^f d'lft ^exl;f V^cdri;f bna
.
LooiioQ T[^ctlalMi& boB eioSou^tJael 03f»XXoo edT .r,
-jyioqooo ^bJJie lo ooamroo osiojo^rco XXaiio. B'lorloflo.t
•YXevXd
saw ncl^fllomoo lo aalq ovidooll© am v%iixSdO’4t% iA
8<xo^0ii*i;)fiixX 030XX00 Xo'sove^ «acida'ioqo ccl otf bmxol
lo sf'tow orfd jifliBiv‘*oqx/Q jCoaw a IXiid one bnoqa
og'iado Had 'xo^oxrttiflrii dcaS .TJoefoao^t litoboda
jiitav^oaefO .Xoodoa odd XXa^dootdWB 'lari lo
soQ'ixrco olKobaoa odd lo dmiq a bX Xoodoa gitlniaid odd xti
e^dXIoo odd ^XXaooXRfiOoO «noidao;i6a al coomfoo Mfd Xuxe
^diA «ao«8aI flolda-sd i^HiLab a eoiXoaod Todoindiinl
*'
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'CJT
joXr-Xa*rd ^d xii idgaad o'sa ddXaad bfia xjoldooxiilMi Xaole^q
B'^odoi/'cdai'X ageXioO . atodoi/tdeoi dgoXXoo Xoodoo
add gnXdooXea beta aoararoo odd ^nXriam ai bla
odd lo a^odoaod adT .aXoorioa saXxiJtjyid add tU e^'ootfdJ.ad
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training school are in joint faculty meetings with the
college instructors; they serve on committees with
college instructors. The director of training closely
correlates his courses in education by holding faculty
meetings with the training school staff, by individual
conferences with the training school teachers, and by
issuing bulletins (See Appendix C); he more closely
correlates theory and practice thru a course in
participation, which is taught along with "Principles
and Techniques of Teaching"; each student is enrolled
in this course for eighteen weeks, two periods per
week.
B. Framingham
On Monday all students who are out in the field doing
practice teaching come back to the college at Framingham
for two courses in education which are taught by the
director. Observation in the training school is a part
of this course. On Monday conferences are held between
the student and the director of training or the subject
matter teacher. The director also correlates her
courses in education when she supervises these students
in the field. The geography and art instructors
occasionally visit the training school, but no visits
are made by other members of the college faculty. The
city course of study is used.
C. Westfield
At Westfield observation of the work in the training
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schools and other schools as part of courses in education
is one means of correlating theory and practice. There
is further correlation in a course, ’’individual
Observation and Participation”, in which each student
is scheduled to spend two hours per week during the
first half of the semester with a certain training school
teacher and with another during the second half. Each
student spends one hour each week in conference with
the training teacher. All students in a group meet
the director of training for one hour each week for
conference. Geography and science teachers do some
observation of teaching in the training schools. The
city course of study is used.
D. Worcester
The courses in education at Worcester are closely
correlated with practice. Elizabeth Street School is
maintained mainly for purposes of observation, and
each instructor has a definite observation assignment
once a v/eek at this school as part of his course in
education. A second means of correlation is brought
about through a course in participation to which each
student is assigned for one week. Several college
instructors of academic subjects supervise the students'
practice. Each Monday the students who are in the
field doing practice teaching come back to the college,
and the following program is carried out:
Period 1 - Conference with supervisor
2 - Chorus Singing
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Period 3 - Assembly exercises, lectures, etc.
4 - Conference v/ith supervisor
5 - Platform exercises ) Oral
6 - Discussion of same ) English
Conferences with supervisors consist of suggestions as
to methods, disciplinary problems or any other phase
of teaching that needs emphasis. At this time
demonstration lessons are taught when desirable by
supervisors. Each student is expected to do professional
reading fifteen minutes a day and to write a short
diary concerning his experiences and his problems;
these diaries are carefully read by the supervisors and
suggestions are given the students (see Appendix J).
In many of the academic courses there is little or no
correlation. The courses of study in the training
school are made by the college instructor. College
authorities have nothing to say regarding the courses
of study in the city school.
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Table II Classification
Colleges
Standard II
Fitchburg
12 3 Framingham12 3
Westfield
12 3
Worcester
12 3
1.
Subject matter
instructors visit
training schools
once a week to
supervise.
•
2.
College in-
structors keep
training teachers
infomed of theory.
3.
College in-
structors training
teachers make
courses of study,
TOTAL
»
7 5 5 5
3
2
1
Requirement met
Requirement partially met
Requirement not met
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III. Pull responsibility and control of the training school
shall rest in the director of training under the
guidance of the president.
1. The selection of training teachers shall be made
cooperatively by the president and the director
without interference from local school committee.
2. The state shall be responsible for the expenses of
the training schools.
A. Fitchburg
Fitchburg has an ideal contract with the city
authorities. Everything is left in the hands of the
college authorities and the responsibility and control
of the training school is in charge of the director of
training under the guidance of the president. The
selection of teachers is made by the president upon
the recommendation of the director of training. The
teachers are paid by the state and are responsible
only to the college authorities. Two of the buildings
used for training schools are owned by the state and
one is ovmed by the city. The city furnishes sufficient
children from the neighboring districts for the
training schools. All materials used in the training
schools are piad for by the state which is reimbursed
by the city on a per pupil basis.
B. Framingham
At Framingham permission is given by local authorities
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to the college to set aside one building for purposes
of observation and practice teaching. The local
authorities in surrounding cities and tovms have also
given permission to the college to allov/ students to
do practice teaching in the public schools. Responsi-
bility for the training school is divided betv/een
local school authorities and the college. The principal
of the training school receives her salary from the
state. The town pays the teachers in the school and
the state adds to the salary of the teacher for the
extra work of training the student teachers. The
college authorities can recommend the appointment of
a teacher to a training school, but the local school
board must approve the selection. The town owns the
building. The director of training has charge of the
training school, and she is responsible to both tov/n
and college authorities for the policies of the school.
Most of the supplies are paid for by the tovm. The
tOYm institutes the course of study which is enriched
by the college authorities.
G. Westfield
The local school authorities at V/estfield have given
the college permission to set aside one building for
practice teaching. Responsibility for the school is
divided between local and college authorities. The
salaries of the principal and the teachers are paid by
the city and increased by the state. The building is
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owned by the state, and the state pays all the necessary
expenses for supplies, etc. All pupils within a
certain district attend this school. Responsibility
for the administration of the school is in the hands
of the director of training, who is also principal of
the training school and who is responsible to local
and college authorities.
D, Y/orcester
Worcester State Teachers College has permission to
use the public schools for purposes of observation and
practice teaching. One public school building is used
exclusively for observation and participation. The
teachers in the demonstration school are paid by the
city, and the state adds to this for the demonstration
v/ork done. The teachers who train the students in the
other public schools of the city receive no extra
compensation for the training of the students. The
city pajrs all the expenses at these schools. The city
has also given the college permission to enroll a
selected number of children in a training school
consisting of two grades which is located in the
college building. Both of these grades are taught by
the principal of the training school and student
teachers. The principal’s salary is paid by the state;
the state also pays all other expenses. The city pays
the state for the education of these children. The
director of training has full charge of the placement
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of students in the public schools for practice teaching,
but exercises no administrative control over these
schools
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Table III Classification
Colleges
Standard III
Fitchburg
12 3
Framingham
12 3
Westfield
12 3
Vforcester
12 3
1.
Training teachers
selected without in-
terference from
local school board. l/
2.
State responsible
for expenses of
training school.
TOTAL 6 3 4 6
3
2
1
Requirement met
Requirement partially met
Requirement not met
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IV. Each teachers’ college shall have campus schools, which
include an elementary and a junior high school, and one
or more off campus schools#
1. The campus schools shall be so accessible that
observation and participation shall be possible
without loss of class time#
2# The junior high school shall be located in a
separate building.
A# Fitchburg
At Fitchburg an elementary training school containing
grades one to six and a junior high school containing
grades seven to nine are situated on the campus and
are made easy of access by a system of subways leading
from the college to the training schools# Another
public school building containing grades one to six is
situated less than one half mile from the college#
All the practice teaching is done in these buildings#
A diagram of the organization of the training schools
at Fitchburg is found in the Appendix (See Appendix D)
.
B# Framingham
Framingham has no campus school, but uses an
elementary school which contains a kindergarten and
grades one to eight; it is situated two or three miles
from the college# The rest of the practice teaching
is done in surrounding cities and towns# (For diagram
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of organization see Appendix E).
C. V/estfield
Four rooms in the college building at Westfield are
utilized for a training school containing a kindergarten
and grades one to three. Less than one quarter of a
mile from the school is a building which contains
grades four to eight and is used for training purposes.
The work in grades seven and eight has been
departmentalized similar to the idea of junior high
school education. Two rural schools in a nearby to?m
are used for rural training. (For diagram of
organization see Appendix F).
D. Worcester
A training school of two grades, seven and eight,
is located in the college building at Worcester. This
offers the student junior high school practice teaching.
A public school building, which is located four or
five miles from the school, is used for observation
and participation. Most of the practice teaching is
done in the public schools of the city, (For diagram
of organization see Appendix G)
.
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Table IV Classification
Colleges Fitchburg Framingham Westfield Worcester
Standard IV 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1.
Campus schools
accessible for
observation and par-
ticipaticn without
loss of class time.
2.
Junior high school
located in separate
build ing
i/
TOTAL 6 2 4 3
3
2
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Requirement met
Requirement partially met
Requirement not met
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V. There shall be a principal in each of the training
schools, who may be a teaching principal,
1. The training school principals shall relieve the
director of training of the routine and disciplinary
duties of the training schools.
A, Fitchburg
There is a principal in each of the three buildings
maintained for practice teaching at Fitchburg, In the
two elementary schools the principals teach grade six
and in the junior high school the principal teaches
science,
3, Framingham
In the elementary school at Framingham there is a
principal who does no teaching. Her time is spent in
supervising the student teachers and in the administra-
tion of the school,
G. Westfield
At Westfield the director of training is also
principal of the training school,
D, Worcester
A principal is in charge of the tv/o grades v/hich are
used for practice teaching and which are located in the
college building at Worcester. She teaches in the
grades and supervises the student teaching.
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Table V Classification
Colleges
Standard V
Fitchburg
12 3
Framingham
12 3
y^estf ield
12 3
Worcester
12 3
1.
Principals re-
lieve director of
administrative
duties of training
schools.
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VI. The entire staff of the training school shall be under
the control of the Teachers College,
1. The training school teacher shall be a member of the
college faculty.
2. The training school teacher shall attend all faculty
meetings and serve on committees,
3. The training school teacher shall receive her entire
salary from the state.
A, Fitchburg
All of the training teachers are under the control of
the Teachers College at Fitchburg. The training teachers
are members of the college faculty; they are selected
and appointed by college authorities. Their entire
salary is paid by the state,
B, Framingham
A.t Framingham the training teachers are under the
control of the city and of the college. The director
of training may recommend a teacher for appointment,
but the local school committee elects the teacher.
The principal of the training school is paid by the
state; the training teachers are paid by the city, and
the state gives an additional sum for the training of
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student teachers. Public school teachers in surrounding
cities and tovms are not paid for the training of
student teachers. The training teachers occassionally
attend college faculty meetings,
C. Westfield
The plan at Westfield is carried out similarly to
that of Framingham; control is divided between local
school and college authorities. The training teachers
are appointed by the local school committee. The
director of training, who is principal of the training
school, and the training teachers receive most of
their salaries from the city; the state gives an
additional sum for the training of student teachers.
Training teachers occassionally attend faculty
meetings
,
D, Worcester
At Worcester the principal has charge of the two
grade training school in the college building. Her
salary is paid by the state. The teachers in the
demonstration school are paid by the city; the states
gives an additional sum for the demonstration teaching.
The teachers in the public schools, where most of the
student teaching is done, receive no extra compensation
for the training of student teachers.
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Table VI Classification
Colleges
Standard VI
Fitchburg
12 3
Framingham
12 3
Westfield
12 3
VJ^orcester
12 3
1.
Training school
teacher a member of
college faculty.
l/
2.
Training school
teacher attend
faculty meetings
and serve on commit-
tee.
3.
Training school
teacher receives
entire salary from
state
.
TOTAL 9 6 5 6
3
2
1
Requirement met
Requirement partially met
Requirement not met
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VII. There shall be one training teacher for each grade
or room in the training school,
1, The training teacher shall have charge of teaching
only one classroom.
2. The training teacher shall supervise only those
students who are assigned to that classroom,
A. Fitchburg
In the junior high school at Fitchburg there is
one training teacher for each room; four or five times
during the week, these teachers have charge of two
rooms. In the elementary schools the training
teachers have charge of two rooms.
B. Framingham
There is one teacher for each room in the training
school at Framingham. The training teacher supervises
the students assigned to this room,
C. Westfield
At Westfield there is one training teacher for each
room. The training teacher supervises the students
assigned to this room.
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D, Worcester
At Worcester the two room training school in the
college building is in charge of one training teacher
who is also the principal.

Table VII Classification
Colleges
Standard VII
Fitchburg
12 3
Framingham
12 3
Westfield
12 3
Vforcester
12 3
1.
Training teacher
responsible for one
room.
2.
Training teacher
supervises students
assigned to this
room,
TOTAL 4 6 6 2
3
2
1
Requirement met
Requirement partially met
Requirement not met
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VIII. Observation of teaching in the training school shall
be preceded by careful preparation and followed by a
conference and shall continue throughout the student’
practice teaching,
1, Observation shall be scheduled at least once a
week for one semester in introductory courses in
education, courses in general methods and
psychology courses taught previous to practice
teaching,
2, Subject matter instructors shall observe every
type of lesson in their subjects taught in the
training schools,
3, The student shall be prepared for each observation
4, A conference shall follow the observation.
It is impossible to compare each school according
to the plan followed in the other standards because
it was exceedingly difficult to secure definite
information regarding observation, ’^en seeking
information concerning observation as a part of
academic courses, answers given by directors of
training were: "Not a great deal", "There is some",
etc. From the above statements it is obvious that
observation as a part of academic courses is more
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or less "hit or miss" and, in some cases, it is
entirely "miss".
Two courses in education, "introduction to
T^ducation" and "Technique of Teaching", which all
students in the colleges are required to take have
been standardized, A committee of instructors
from the various colleges met and clearly defined
these two courses, A description of these courses
is given as follows:
" Introduction to Education "
This course should be offered, if possible, during
the first semester, to include two clock hours per
week of class work with required readings, assignments,
and library investigation, plus two clock hours per
week devoted to observation of schools or classrooms
with conferences relating to this observation. This
course should include a consideration of the essentials
of good teaching practice (as it relates to the
teacher); types of schools and school systems;
modern objectives in education; characteristics of
good elementary schools; the opoortunities in
teaching as a profession; and the consideration of a
professional curriculum, gained through an analysis
of this four year coiorse. The observation should
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Darallel the class work at every point ’Aihere it is
possible to do so.
" Technique of Teaching”
In this course the emphasis should be upon the
various techniques of classroom procedure with two
clock hours per week devoted to class recitation
and two clock hours to observation of these
procedures in the training school. Various lesson
types should be isolated and analyzed in terms of
their significance; objectives, results, and methods
of dealing with children as individuals, in groups
and in classroom units should be emphasized. Vilays
of bringing about socialization, individual
development, group participation, etc., should be
analyzed and compared.^*
In these two courses the student receives a
careful preparation orevious to the observation,
and a conference follows the observation as soon as
possible. Worcester was the only college that had
the observation lessons definitely outlined and
typewrit t^ observations were scheduled once a
A
week for nineteen weeks. In the other colleges
observations were not scheduled once a week and
1. Bulletin of Course Descriptions. Fitchburg
Teachers College.
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differed with each instructor as to the number of
observations given.
In the psychology courses at Fitchburg, Framingham
and Westfield there was little or no observation. At
Worcester observations are scheduled once a week for
one semester; the student is prepared for the
observation, and conferences are held after the
observation. The following is an outline given
during one week of observation as part of the course
in psychology at Worcester:
’’(Attention and interest)
How the various qualities of stimuli appear to
attract interest:
clearness intensity
novelty pleasurableness
Which of these qualities are used sparingly? V/hy?
Which are used freely? To vihs-t end?
How interest plays a strong role in the best learning
Is the interest aroused by the lesson directed toward
remote ends?
How does this goal vary from lower to hi^er grades?
Why thing in the lesson interested the pupils most?
Why?
What situation or situations interested them least?
Can you see why?l*
1. Outline of Observation. State Teachers College,
Worcester, Mass,
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In only one case was there anything definitely
done with observation as a part of the course in
participation and practice teaching, particularly
in the latter. At Fitchburg diiring the entire term
of practice teaching, each student in training is
required to hand to his training teacher two observa-
tion reports each week, which are written on a blank
provided for this purpose (See Appendix B). Each
student is prepared beforehand by the training
teacher with a few statements regarding the lesson;
as often as is possible, the training teacher and
the student have a conference after the observation.
These observation conferences serve a very useful
purpose, for, by means of these demonstration lessons
given by the training teacher, the growth and
efficiency of the student is increased because
imitation of the best qualities of a training
teacher is a successful technique in improving
student teaching.
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Table VIII Classification
Colleges
Standard VIII
Fitchburg
12 3 Framingham12 3
Westfield
12 3
Worcester
12 3
1.
Weekly observa-
tions for one sem-
ester in education
and psychology
courses.
2.
Academic in-
structors observe
lesson types taught
in their subjects
in training school.
3.
Student prepared
for each observa-
tion.
4.
Conference fol-
lov^s observation.
TOTAL
v/ vX
9 9 9 10
3 - Requirement met
2 - Requirement partially met
1 - Requirement not met
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IX. Previous to practice teaching, each student shall be
enrolled in a course in participation which will pre-
pare the student for responsible classroom teaching by
»
a definite graded series of units of teacher activity.
1. The course in participation shall be definitely out-
lined by the director of training and the training
teachers
,
2. Students shall take the courses, "Participation”
and "Methods of Teaching", at the same time.
3. Student teachers diall be required to attend the
course in participation once a week for eighteen
weeks
,
4. Participating students shall be assigned to the
training teacher with whom they will do their
practice teaching in the future,
5. The course in participation shall not be left to
the discretion of the training teacher.
A, Fitchburg
At Fitchburg there is a course in participation
which is taught simultaneously with the course,
"Techniques in Teaching", by the director of training.
The student has two hours of recitation and two hours
of participation in the training schools, where one
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or two students are assigned to a training teacher.
Two hooks are used with this co\irse - a manual,
"Graded Units in Student Teaching", Pryor, H. C.,
and "Directed Observation and Teaching in the
Secondary Schools", Wrinkle and Armentrout. The
director of training sends to the supervisors sugges-
tions for this teaching (See Appendix H). This course
is not definitely outlined as yet, but several meet-
ings were held by the director of training and the
training teachers during the past school year in
anticipation of a definite course,
B, Framingham
There is no course in participation at Framingham,
C , Westfield
At this college a definite coTirse has been placed
in the hands of the training teachers by the director
of training. In the second semester of the second year,
a program of individual observations is taken by the
student teacher for two hours per week. The student
spends the first half of the second semester with one
teacher and the second hal""' with another. Each student
spends an hour each week in conference with the train-
ing teacher, and all student teachers meet the director
of training for one hour. In these meetings written
and oral reports of activities are discussed. The
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title of the course that the director teaches along
with participation is called "Technique and Methods
of Teaching”. A syllabus of the procedures in this
course is found in the Appendix (See Appendix I).
Worcester
At Worcester each student spends one week of four
days in the "Elizabeth Street Observation School with a
demonstration teacher. The first day is spent in obser-
vation and the other three days in the teaching of one
or two lessons a day. This is the only direction given
to the course in participation; the activities of the
course are left to the discretion of the teacher. This
course defeats the purpose of a course in participation
which has been previously defined as a gradual in-
duction of the student through a series of units of
teacher activity which culminate in responsible room
teaching.
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Table IX Classification
Colleges
Standard IX
Fitchburg
12 3
Framingham
12 3
V/estfield
12 3
Worcester
12 3
1.
Course definitely
outlined by director
and training school
teachers
.
v/^
2.
"Part ic ipation”and
"Methods of Teach-
ing" taught at
same time
.
i/
3.
Attendance re-
quired for once a
week for eighteen
weeks
•
i/
4.
Students assigned
to training teacher
with whom they will
do practice teaching
v/
»
5.
Direction of
training teacher
shall not determine
course.
TOTAL 13 5 15 5
3
2
1
Requirement met
Requirement partially met
Requirement not met
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X. A full half year (450 hours) of concentrated practice
teaching shall be required of each student in training;
of this, 120 hours of actual supervised student teach-
ing shall constitute the minimum.
1, Students shall be enrolled in a course in practice
teaching for one semester of 450 hours,
2, Each student shall have a minimum of 120 hours of
supervised teaching.
3, Students shall not carry on courses in the college
during practice teaching.
(See Table J-1) Table J-1 shows the relation between
the total number of hours of practice teaching and the
total number of hours of supervised student teaching.
The following description of the practices found at
each college explains the table;
A. Fitchburg
At Fitchburg both elementary and junior high school
training is offered. All students spend 450 hours in
practice teaching. Each student receives a minimum of
115 hours and a maximum of 150 hours. Training teachers
supervise all of the practice teaching. During the en-
tire term of practice teaching, the students take no
courses in the college; they concentrate for the entire
semester on their practice teaching.
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B. Framingham
At Framingham only elementary school training is offer
ed. Each student spends 390 hours in practice teaching.
In the training school each student receives a minimum
of 72 hours and a maximum of 140 hours of supervised
student teachingo Training teachers do the supervision.
Students who are sent out to public schools for practice
teaching receive a minim\im of 72 hours and a maximum of
140 hours of supervised student teaching. The director
of training visits the student teachers in the public
schools three times each term or six times during the
entire practice period; public school teachers super-
vise the remaining number of hours. Every Monday during
the practice period the student returns to the college
for a theory course in education which is taught by the
director of training.
C. Westfield
V/estfield offers both elementary and junior high
school training. Each student receives 350 hours of
practice teaching. In the elementary school a minimum
of 70 hours and a maximum of 130 hours of supervised
student teaching is given to each student. In the
junior high school the number of hours of actual super-
vised student teaching is indefinite because four or
five student teachers are assigned to one training
teacher. Under such conditions it is difficult to give
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student teachers much supervised student teaching.
Training teachers supervise all of the practice teach-
ing, The students take no courses during the practice
period.
D, Worcester
Worcester offers both elementary and junior high school
training, Elementary student teachers receive 360 hours
of practice teaching, and junior high school student
teachers receive approximately 240-360 hours of practice
teaching. A selected number of junior hi^ school
student teachers practice in the college training school
one period a day for twelve weeks; these same students
have another training period in one of the Worcester
junior high schools for nine weeks. Student teachers
who are not selected for the college training school
receive a practice period of 360 hours in the Worcester
junior hi^ schools. Each student receives a minimum
of 100 hours and a maximum of 130 hours of supervised
student teaching. All of the student teachers are visit-
ed two or three times a week by the director of training
and other college instructors. Public school teachers
supervise the student teachers the remaining number of
hours. On Monday of each week the student teachers
return to the college for a course in oral expression
and for purposes of correlation.
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Table X Relation Between Total Number of Hours of Practice Teaching
and Total Number of Hours of Supervised Student Teaching.
School
Total Hours
of
Practice
Teaching
Teaching Hours
for Day
Actual Hours
of
Supervised
Teaching
Fitchburg 450
Elementary
2-3 115 - 150
J\mior High
2-3 100 - 150
Framingham 390
Training School
1-2 72 - 140
City Schools
1-2 72 - 140
Westfield 350
Elementary
1-2 70 - 130
Junior High
Indefinite Indefinite
Worcester
Elementary
360
Training School
Junior High 60
Elementary
1 -
Training School
Junior High 1
72 - 100
City School
Junior High 180
City School
Junior High 2
100 - 130
Total 240
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Table XI Classification
Colleges
Standard X
Fitchburg
12 3
Framingham
12 3
Vifestf ield
12 3
Worcester
12 3
1.
Students enrolled
in practice for one
semester of 450
hours
.
i/ vX
2.
Each student re-
ceives minimum, 120
hours, of super-
vised teaching.
i/
3.
During practice
teaching student
takes no courses in
college,
TOTAL
i/ v/
8 5 7 5
5
2
1
Requirement met
Requirement partially met
Requirement not met
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XI, Each training teacher shall supervise not more than
eight student teachers in one year,
1, Not more than two student teachers shall be assigned
to a training teacher each term,
A, Fitchbiirg
It is the custom at Fitchburg to assign one or two
student teachers to each training teacher quarterly;
sometimes it is necessary to assign three student
teachers, but this is the exception rather than the
rule,
B, Framingham
Two student teachers are assigned to each training
teacher Quarterly at Framingham, In the surrounding
towns one student is assigned to each teacher quarterly;
the strength of the outside assignments at this institu-
tion is that students are sent to the same teachers all
of the time,
C, Westfield
At •'Westfield in the elementary schools quarterly
assignments of two students to each training teacher
are made, In the junior high school there are four to
six student teachers assigned each term to a training
teacher
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D. Worcester
At Worcester one student teacher is assigned each term
to a city teacher. In the training school from twelve
to fourteen student teachers are assigned each term.
Each of these students teaches one subject; all are
under the supervision of the principal of the training
school.
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Table XII Classification
Colleges
Standard XI
Fitchburg
12 3
Framingham
12 3
Westfield
12 3
"Worcester
12 3
1.
Two student
teachers assigned to
training teacher
each term.
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XII, One half of the teaching in the training schools shall
be done by the training teacher,
1, Student teachers shall not be allowed to do all the
teaching in the training schools,
2, Children shall be under the instruction of the train'
ing teacher one half of the time,
A, Fitchburg
In the elementary schools at Fitchburg the training
teachers cannot do one half of the teaching because
they have charge of two rooms. In the junior high
school the training teachers do one half of the teach-
ing,
B, Framingham
At Framingham the training teachers do one half or
more of the teaching in the classroom,
C , Westfield
In the elementary schools at Westfield the training
teachers do one half of the teaching, but in the junior
high school the training teachers do less than one half
of the teaching,
D, Worcester
In the training school at Worcester much of the
teaching is done by student teachers, because one
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teacher, the principal, has charge of both grades, and
thus she does not do one half of the teaching. Student
teachers do most of the teaching in the training school.
In the city schools it is natural and obvious that the
city teachers do more than one half of the teaching.
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Table XIII Classification
Colleges Fitchburg Framingham V/estfield Worcester
Standard XII 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1.
Student teachers
not allowed to do
all teaching in
training schools.
2.
Training teacher
teaches children
one half time.
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XIII. The final rating of the student teacher shall be
made by the training teacher with the assistance of
the director of training and the subject matter
teacher,
1. The final responsibility of the rating shall rest
in the hands of the training teacher.
2. The director shall see all students teach at
least two or three times each term,
3. The subject matter teacher shall see the student
teach once a week,
4. The training teacher shall confer with the
director and subject matter teacher before the
final rating of the student,
A. Fitchburg
The training teacher does the final rating at
Fitchburg. The director of training observes and
confers with the student two or three times a term,
and the subject matter teacher from the college
sees the student at least once a week. Both of
these offer suggestions regarding the final rating
of the student, but the three do not meet in com-
mittee, A rating blanlc is used. (See Appendix B)
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B. Framingham
Students v\ho practice in the college training
school are rated by the training teacher in
conference with the director. The students who
train in the city schools are rated by the director
of training; usually the principal of the school,
where the student is training, writes a letter to
the director stating the qualities of the student,
A rating blank is used for this final rating,
(See Appendix L)
C. Westfield
At Westfield the rating is done by the training
teacher who uses a rating blank for this purpose,
(See Appendix M), When there is a question of
doubt concerning the student rating, a conference
is held with the director of training.
D. Worcester
The director of training and the instructors
from the college v\ho supervise the students in the
city schools have a general discussion at marking
time on the merits of each student. No rating
blank is used, but management, personal characteristics
and general teaching practices are constantly kept
in mind during the discussion, A student is
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assigned for nine weeks, and at the end of five
weeks the student is given marks for control,
scholarship, teaching, and professional standards;
the weaknesses of the student are pointed out at
this time. The supervisors are aided in the rating
of the student by the diaries (See Appendix J) which
are handed in weekly by the students. At the end
of the practice period, the student writes a general
summary about the four features of her work which
are to be marked (See Appendix K); these are used
in the final rating. Since the majority of students
who graduate from the Worcester State Teachers College
seek positions in the city schools, the superintendent
reouires information concerning the graduates; for
this purpose the supervisor of training sends to
the superintendent* s office a blank on which is
rated the personality of the student, (See
Appendix 0).
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Table XIV Classification
Colleges
Standard XIII
Fitchburg
12 3
Framingham
12 3
Westfield
12 3
Worcester
12 3
1.
Training teacher
responsible for
final rating.
2,
Director sees
students teach two
or three times each
term.
3.
Subject matter
instructor sees stu-
dent teach once a
week.
1/
4.
Training teacher,
director and sub-
ject matter teacher
confer before final
rating.
TOTAL
l/^ l/
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3
2
1
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Requirement not met
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XIV. The items in the rating blank shall be specific
enough so that they may be used for diagnostic and
remedial work as well as a final rating of the
student,
1. The items in the rating blank shall analyze
teaching principles into specific activities.
2, The training teacher shall use the rating blank
to point out the strengths and weaknesses of
the student’s teaching when both are in conference,
A. Fitchburg
At Fitchburg there are three main divisions in
the rating blank, namely: classroom management,
personal and scholastic qualities, and teaching
skill. These divisions are again subdivided into
ninety-two specific items, A scale of numbers from
1 to 5, 1 being failure and 5 superior, is used.
The training teacher places a check beside these
numbers which are then added and an average rating
for each quality is obtained. In the front of the
rating blank is a space for a characterization of
the student, which is filled in by the final rater,
(See Appendix B)
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B. Framingham
At Framingham the rating blank (See Appendix L)
contains nineteen items concerned with teaching
principles, management, and personality. Each item
is marked A, B, C, or D, and an average is taken for
a final mark. At the end of the blank a space is
left to be filled in by the training teacher regarding
the general estimate of the student's work
C. Westfi eld
At Westfield there are four major headings on the
rating blank (See Appendix M), namely: personality,
teaching ability, governing ability, and English.
The qualities are subdivided into twenty-seven items
which are checked either superior, excellent, good,
fair, passable, or poor by the training teacher.
Space is left at the bottom for remarks regarding
the student's work.
D. V/orcester
l^io rating blank is used at Worcester.
The items in the rating blanks at Framingham and
Westfield would be of little value in the hands of
the student for self-analysis, for the items are too
general. Neither of these blanks set up principles
of good teaching, which are necessary as an aid in
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improving the progress of the student. For example,
the rating blank at Framingham has the one item,
"Discipline", This general item would be of little
value to the student vho seeks improvement in this
line. Westfield on the other hand has the item,
"Governing Ability", which is further analyzed into
Alertness, Judgment, Firmness, and Understanding
Children. Here, again, the analysis of this term
is too general; there is no statement or principle
which will aid the student teacher. At Fitchburg
the following analysis is given for "Discipline":
Control of Children.
To what degree does the teacher:
1. Serve as a model of self-control and behavior
for her pupils?
2. Succeed in controlling the pupils through interest
in the work to be done?
3. Demand, receive, and hold the attention of all
the class?
4. Make commands effective? (Lines, physical education,
drills )
.
5. Provide plenty of work and insist that it be done?
6. i^ote individuals who are wasting time or disturbing
others?
7. Deal firmly but impersonally with such individuals?
8. Plan for prevention of disorder rather than correction
after it occurs?
9. Make good conduct satisfying and wrong conduct
dissatisfying?
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10. Aim for pupil self-control rather than teacher
direction?
11. Show growth in disciplinary power?
Thus a student seeking self-analysis of a weakness
in discipline has some definite principles upon which
this analysis can he made; the items in this blank
are specific enough for this purpose.
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Table XV ClessLf icaticn
Colleges
Standard XIV
Fitchb’nrg
12 3
PYaningham
12 3
Vfestf ield
12 3
norcester
12 3
1.
Items in ratir-g
blank shall analyze
teaching principles
2.
Training teacher
uses blank to point
out strengths and
weaknesses of stu-
dent's teaching.
TOTAL 6 4 4 2
3
2
1
Requirement met
Requirement partially met
Requirement not met
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Table XVI Summary of Fitchburg Classification and Comparison of
Fitchburg Score and Possible Score
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV
Standards
Possible Score Total 114
Fitchburg Score Total 103
' vfl
r
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«'«!.*.• aoT
oicou
Score
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Table XVII Suininary of Framingham Classification and Comparison
of Framingham Score and Possible Score
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV
Standards
Possible Score Total 114
Framingham Score Total 77
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Table XVIII Summary of Westf ield Classification and Comparison
of Vi/estfield Score and Possible Score
V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV
Standards
Possible Score Total 114
Westfield Score Total 85
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.
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Summary of Worcester Classification and Comparison
of Worcester Score and Possible Score
Possible Score
Worcester Score
Total
Total
114
69
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Table XX Comparison and Summary of Fitchburg, Framingham
Westfield and Worcester Scores
Score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Possible
Score
Standards
L_
7
- -
1?
II 9
III 6
TV fi
Y_ 3
VT
I'” 1
9
yii - 6
VIIl 12
T YLa
Y
1.2
9
XI 3
XII _ 6
XIII 12
XV 6
Key Total Scores
Possible 114
Fitchburg 103
Westfield Framingham 77
Westfield 85
Worcester 69
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Appendix
A. Observation Sheet.
B. Rating Blank - Fitchburg.
C. Bulletin by Director of Training,
D. Diagram of Organization - Fitchburg,
E. Diagram of Organization - Framingham.
F. Diagram of Organization - Westfield,
G. Diagram of Organization - Worcester.
H. Suggestions for Individual Teaching.
I. Syllabus of Procedures in Individual Observation and
Participation.
J. Weekly Diaries.
K. Final Diary,
L. Rating Blank - Framingham
M. Rating Blank - V/estfield
N. Personality Rating Blank - Worcester
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STUDENT OBSERVATION REPORT
Student’s Name
Subject
Date
Supervisor
Grade
Time
Answer briefly;
1.
List the different means used to bring about readiness on the part of the pupils.
2.
In what activities did the pupils engage? Indicate which were class, group, or individual with c, g, i. Was there general
pupil participation?
3.
Check the type or types of learning going on; Motor-skill, perceptual, problem solving, appreciations.
4.
Summarize briefly and definitely the points of the lesson. Include the concomitant attitudes and appne'ciations taught.
>
5.
List indications of the law of effect in operation.
6.
How was the lesson concluded? Was anything done leading toward further work with the learning observed;
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cTo Students Beginning Training and Sunervisors:
The beginning of a training period is the time to fix attention upon
1. Discipline ; Ho teachei- can successfully teach v/ho does not satisfac-
torily control pupils. Remember; (1) Your ovm self-control, interest,
enthusiasmi, serve as a model to your class. (2) Provide plenty of v/ork
^ every individual and insist that each child accomplish sis much ^s he
is able. (3) Demand, receive, and hold the attention of evei'-y child in
the class or group being tSiUght. (4) Discuss special problems with your
supervisor. (5) Never punish a whole class.
2. Housekeeping ; A nesit
,
clean, and attractive school room is a great
aid to good work. Try: (1) to make your room just as attractive as
possible. (2) Your desk, the black-bosrds
,
the floor, and the pupils'
desks should be orderly, (3) Avoid dt^corations which are in no way re-
lated to the pupils' work. (4) Display of illustrative materials and
pupils' v/ork make the best school decorations, (5) Make the bulletin
boards and library corner or table esnecially inviting.
3. Observation of the Supervisor's Teaching ; Lach siroervisor will do
mucE teaching i“or her Etudeht s , ThIY’~is done to show you how you are to
teach. Be sure to; (1) Observe Cc'.refully. (2) Take, notes. (3) Ask
questions. (4) Imitate the teaching you see. (5) Ask your supervisor t''
teach subjects or types of lessons aoout which you do not feel sure.
4. Personal Work Habits and Preparation ; The better you are prepared
physically as well as mentally the better you will teach. Aim. to (1)
Be alv/a 7/s adequately pi-epared hj knowing v/hat ^t-qu want the pupils to
learn in each class period, what you are going to h a_ve t
h
e children d o
,
what directions and materials you are going to heed to use, and for jusc
what results you are going to hold the children responsible. TSl Don'
t
try to write plans until you have yourself prepared b^.T- study
,
thinking
,
and consultation v/lth your supervisor. (3) Consult the outline of v/ork
to be covered v/hlch the supervisor furnishes ^/'ou for each subject. Keen
this always in the front of your plan work. Knov; v/hat you are to teach
in advance and begin to get ready for it early. (4) Let each lesson
connect with the one before and lead to the one to follow. (5) Consult
the teachers college instructors about the teaching of their respective
subjects. Tell themi 2/our problems. Ask them for illustrative material,
criticism., and help. (6) Let nothing interfere v/ith your spending one
hour eveiy afternoon out of doors either in v/alking or playing. On
Saturda^/s and Sundays time for recreation should be much longer.
5. Your success depends upon what you are able to got the pupils to do.
This responsibility for pupil growth you share v/ith your supervisor. Let
us all resolve to tr^/ to help every oupil to make all the progress possl.
during this teaching period.
C. L. Carpenter
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BPRACTICE TEACHING RATING SCALE
Student Teacher
I'ermanent Address
(Last name)
Curriculum Class
Practice
Teaching
done in
Grade Subjects
Dates; From
Previous teaching
(First name)
19 To
(Middle name)
School
19
Characterization; General statement of strengths and weaknesses;
(Make this as detailed as space permits.)
SUMMARY OF RATINGS AND PROFILE
Class Man-
agement
Teaching
Skill
Combined
Average
Final
Grade
Av’ge
Score
4.5
3.5
2.5
1.5
1
0
Management Mark Teaching Mark
..^ted by;
Supervisor
Date or rating
,
19
To the Training Teacher ’.IX. is important that every item on the above form be filled in.
The verbal characterization is an indispensable part of your report. Wri'e the best recommendation your rating justi-
fies in a form which can he quoted verbatim. State both strengths and weaknesses of the student.
’.^4 RpvUion-SOO 4-’34 F23
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
QUALITIES Failure Pass Average Strong Superior
Low 10 Next SO Next 30 High 10
Score Value Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
1 2 3 4 S
A. Manauenn-nt of external phrsical conditions.
How well does the teacher care jor:
1. Heat, light, ventilation?
2 The artistic arrangement and orderliness of room?
' Display of incentives—pupil work, graphs, charts, etc. ?.
4 Books, tools, materials and equipment? (Ready to use?)
5. Getting plans ready and in on time?
0 . Clerical duties, reports and records?
B. Attention to physical and mental hygiene of pupils.
To what degree does the teacher:
Establish good health habits, including posture?
Establish orderly and economical habits of w’ork?
1 Establish and maintain routine habits?
1. Maintain even and consistent requirements?
?. Make adaptations for physical and mental disabilities?
C. Control of children.
To what degree does the teacher:
1. Serve as a model of self-control and behavior for her pupils?
Z Succeed in controlling the pupils through interest in the work to be done?
Demand, receive, and hold the attention of all the class?
•i. Make commands effective? (Lines, physical educ., drills.)
5 Provide plenty of work and insist that it be done?
f. Note individuals who are wasting time or disturbing others?
Deal firmly but impersonally with such individuals?
S Plan for prevention of disorder rather than correction after it occurs?
0. Make good conduct satisfying and wrong conduct dissatisfying?
10. Aim for pupil self-control rather than teacher direction?
11. Show growth in disciplinary power?
V
average score.
PERSONAL AND SCHOLASTIC QUALITIES OF
(Insert name of student.)
QUALITIES Failure Pass Average Strong Superior
Low 10 Next SO Next 30 High 10
Score Value Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
1 2 3 4 5
A.
2 .
3.
4.
Physical qualities.
General health, strength, vigor, vitality
Voice; force, pitch, articulation, quality
Neatness and cleanliness, appropriateness of dress.
General appearance and posture
B. Mental and temperamental qualities.
1 Common sense, adaptability
2. Initiative, resourcefulness
3 Self-reliance
4. Sense of humor
5. Enthusiasm and animation
6. Force without offensive aggressiveness
C. Social qualities.
1. Spirit of cooperation and team work, loyalty
2. Response to constructive criticism and to opinions of others
3. Courtesy and tact in all relations
1. Poise
5. Capacity for leadership
6. Likeableness—attraction of people and children
D. Character qualities.
1. Sincerity and dependability.
2. Sympathy
3. Promptness, regularity
4 Industry and perseverance—
E. Scholastic qualities.
1. Breadth and depth of scholarship
2. Skill in oral English
3. SkiU in written English
"^4. Mastery of spelling
5. Skill in writing (including black-board writing)
6. Ability to read music and to sing
7. Skill in drawing and hand-work
8. Knowledge and contact with a variety of sources and reference books
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TEACfflNG SKILL
QUALITIES Failure Pass .\verage Strong Superior
Low to Next 50 Next 30 High 10
Score Value Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
1 2 3 4 5
A. Genera! teaching practices.
“Readiness”—To what extent does the teacher:
Ascertain and make use of capacities, experiences, interests and needs of children?
2. Aid pupils to state or understand purposes and aims of the work in a definite and clear way?__
3. Remember that attitudes, ideals, and appreciations accompany all learning and indirectly try
to bring about desirable outcomes aU the time?
“Exercise”—To what extent does the teacher:
1. Carry on with pupils visual and constructive as well as verbal activities?
2. Improve the pupils’ study habits? Teach pupils how to study?
3. Insist upon the participation of all pupils ?__ ^
4. Carry forward the activity of the group mentally by the stimulus of challenging, thought
provoking questions ?
“Effect”—To what extent does the teacher:
1. Get pupils to evaluate, criticize, and check their own work?
2. Hold children responsible for attaining standard quality of work of their grade?
3 Follow the teaching with formal and informal test exercises?
4 Follow up testing with individual help and remedial measures?
B. A developmental lesson—where the purpose is to direct pupils in accpiiring new
meanings and knowledge.
To what extent does the teacher:
1. Organize the ideas or knowledge around a central or main idea?
2. Introduce the new knowledge through pictures, stories, review, etc. to challenge interest?
.*. Carry forward interpretation by children through discussion, reproduction, construction, read-
ing, etc. to make the ideas meaningful?
4. Conclude through summarizing, and checking to see that all understand?
C. A drill lesson where the purpose is to make automatic a skill or some specific
ideas or information
.
To what extent does the teacher:
1. Organize definitely the points to be drilled upon?
2 Plan and carry out motivations which interest the pupils in the learning to be made automatic?
^Provide for a variety of pupil activities with necessarj’ work materials and directions ?
4 Conclude with a check-up to reveal progress?
5. Keep a graphic record of progress in learnings involved?
6 Make use of ready made drill materials?
7 Construct and use supplementary drill materials?
is See to it that drill follows teaching or the development of the meaning of the material being
drilled upon?
QUALITIES Failure Pass Average Strong Superior
Low 10 N’ext SO Next 30 High 10
Score Value Per rent Per cent Per cent Per cent
1 2 3 4 5
D. A developmental lesson—where the purpose is to direct the acquiring of a motor
skill.
To what extent does the teacher:
1 Organize definitely the elements of the skill to be taught and practice them?
2 Set the model—show how the act is performed?
3. Get the pupils through imitation to practice the skill? .. .
4. Keep attention focussed on improvement through persistent self-criticism by pupils and com-
parison of their results with the model or standard? .
S Continue critical practice drills until the skill is lixcd? _ —
E. An appreciation lesson—where the children’s purpose is to enjoy some aesthetic
experience or to develop habits of enjoyment
.
To what extent does the teacher:
1.
Let the material to be appreciated make its own contact with the class?
?. Encourage pupils to give their own reactions and interpretation to the material?
3 Help through additional information and further contact to make the pupil’s interpretation
and experiences richer?
4. Give frequent enough opportunity for appreciation to build up habits of enjoyment?
F. Unit of work — where the purpose is to carry on a piece of working involving
complex learning covering several class periods in the form of problem solving
or project work
.
To what extent does the teacher:
1. Organize definitely the points of learning involved?
2. Get the purpose or problem of the unit before the class?
3. Make class, group, and individual assignments of the work and p.'OviJe i'.:e necessary mateiials
and directions?
4. Allow the pupils sometimes to participate in the planning of the activities?
£. Make use of activitie; such as field trips, socialized recitation, special reports, etc.?
6 Direct and supervise the class during the working out of these activities?
_
7 Train pupils to suspend judgment and to critically evaluate ideas?
8. firing about the organization of the outcome or solution by the pupils?
0. Express this outcome objectively through summaries, charts, construction, etc.?
10. Make permanent the outcome through application, testing, and drill?
X-
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Suggestions for Indlyldual Teaching, Second Semester
1. Spend the first one or two periods acquainting the
students with the building, the grades and rooms in
which they are to observe, the characteristics of the
children of this age, and the work or course of study
in the various subjects.
2. Assign after a meeting or two, a child to each student
for special observation and study. Try to assign aji
average child, i^.ich is neither sub-normal or very much
above average. During your demonstration teaching the
student is to watch particularly the responses and
behavior of this pupil. During study or work periods
the student is to sit beside the pupil and more
definitely direct and carry out the work with the child.
Students should be required to report in writing on
their observation of an individual pupil. The outline
below is suggestive. Several children should be studied
during the semester.
The Child
Personal appearance - neatness - cleanliness - post\ire -
etc
.
Social habits - friendliness - cooperation - fairness - etc.
Personal habits - courtesy, self-control - sincerity - etc.
Interests - snecial hobbies - power of attention - school
likes
.
Mental habits - response - contributions - perseverance -
etc
Health - size - weight - sight - hearing - etc.
Individual differences - best work in - poorest work in -
outstanding individual traits - etc.
3. Much demonstration teaching by the supervisor should con-
tinue, Always furnish your student in advance with an
outline of points to be noted when you teach. The
following are suggestive,
(l) Organization
Materials - what - how made ready in advance.
Passing and collecting of materials - plan.
Discipline - general behavior of children - specific
cases of lack of self-control - evidences
of unusual self-control - treatment of
individuals
.
House-keeping - pupil’s desks - teacher’s desk -
floor - attractiveness of room.
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Library table - attractiveness - use - rules.
Nature table - display - how used.
Routine - filing of children - leaving room -
sharpening pencils - special privileges.
Display of illustrative materials - bulletin
boards - tables.
Records and reports - program - plan book - reports.
Charts and graphs - use - progress.
Recess - passing in and out - supervised play -
discipline,
(2) Teaching
Starting the lesson - means of arousing interest.
Work of pupils - assignments - pupil activities.
Materials and directions - what - why.
Points covered - outline of subject - specific
statement of aims - general response -
number participating - number failing
to participate.
Questioning - note kind of question - quality -
handling responses.
Kind of lesson or technique of teaching - steps.
Use of Observation Report form,
. Teaching by student - As semester progresses the student
should attempt teaching. Begin with teaching an
individual - proceed to teaching a group - if possible
lead up to teaching the class. Teaching by a student
should alv/ays be preceded by:
(1) Demonstration of teaching which student is to imitate,
(2) Planning with student in advance of the lesson to be
taught through conference. Most teaching should be
of the very definite kind - largely drill,
(3) Making of a simple plan by student which is checked
over by supervisor before it is to be used.
Teaching should always be followed by a conference and
discussion.
The aim as the second semester proceeds is to prepare
the students for their practice teaching,
I suggest that as a means of making this objective and
definite to the student, each assumes the project of
working out an "individual Teaching Note-Book", which
may be handed in at the end of the semester. It mi^t
include:
(1) General notes relating to 1 above - getting
acquainted - also directions given by supervisor.
(2) Several reports of children studied during the
course of the semester.
( 3 ) Many reports dealing with demonstrations by the
supervisors .
Some of these ought to deal with matters of
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organization such as are listed under 3 (1)
above
.
Many of these reports ought to be ” Observation
Reports of Teaching” as suggested under 3 (2)
above
•
There might also be brief reports summarizing
readings relating to some of these items which
students are asked to do.
(4) Student* s Plans for teaching individual pupils,
groups
,
and classes.
Criticism of these ou^t to be included and comments
on the carrying out of the plan.
Summaries of conferences folloiwing teaching might
well be included.
Such a note-book will became an invaluable help to the
student when beginning practice teaching and will indicate
work covered.
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state Teachers College at Westfield, Mass,
SYLLABUS OF PROCEDURES in
INDIVIDUAL OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATION
(For the Sophomore Year)
Introductory . In the teaching of any complicated technique
tKe general practice is to provide the learner with abundant
and varied opportunities to see skillful practitioners in
action. Such opportunities are commonly placed early in
the teaching program, and are considered to be of an in-
troductory nature. It is not claimed that artistic and
skillful practitioners can be prepared by merely being
given the opportunity to observe skillful practice. In
this institution the professional program for first-year
students consists of lectures, discussions, and readings
designed to orient them as to the various levels and
branches of the public school service; and at intervals
group observations are provided which are follov/ed by
forum- style discussions in which the demonstrating
teachers participate. These lectures, demonstrations
and discussions are attended by large groups, and are
scheduled for a two-hour period once a week. During the
first semester of the second year, a program of group
observations and discussions is offered for a two-hour
period once a week for the purpose of giving students an
opportunity to see skillful teachers in different grades use
various methods and types of lessons. It appears, however,
that after a time large-group observations rapidly approach
the point of diminishing returns. In them the personal
element is lacking and the attitude of personal responsibility
is difficult to develop in the student who is just one of
a large group. Therefore, in the second semester of the
second year a program of individual observations and
individual participation has been Instituted, Each student
is scheduled to spend tv^o hours per week with a certain
training teacher during the first half of the semester,
end with another during the second half. In addition, each
student is expected to spend an hour each week in conferences
v/ith the training teacher. All students are scheduled to
meet the director of training for one hour each v/eek as a
group. In these meetings written and oral reports of
activities are discussed. One or tv/o training teachers
participate in each of these discussions.
Ob j ectives , Although it is practically impossible to fix
specific objectives that are to be attained by each
individual of a large class at definite times, the follov/ing

are suggested v/ith the expectation that they will be
accomplished by each professionally conscientious student
by the close of the semester. The purposes are as follows:
1, To assist in discovering the special aptitudes of each
individual, whether they indicate ability to work with
small children or larger, in music, art, extra-curricular
activities or other phases,
2, To develop in each individual the sense of personal
responsibility and resourcefulness so essential in a skillful
teacher,
3, To afford close personal contact with tv/o experienced
and capable training teachers at two different levels or in
two different subjects.
4, To develop the ability to understand children by being
e:jq5 ected to carry some responsibility in the teaching of
them, and to gain an insight into their individual learning
difficulties,
5, To stimulate the learning of the subject matter that the
student needs to know by arranging a situation in which a
need for such knowledge is keenly felt.
6, To afford the student an opportunity and a reason for
learning to use appropriate and effective classroom
techniques,
7, To lead the student to make use of professional
literature in handling concrete teaching situations.
Procedures
The individual student begins as an observer in the
assigned room; but is encouraged to observe more than the
teaching. The observation should include learning and all
the activit les engaged in by both training teacher and
pupils. There are two general purposes and v/ays of
observing. One is the way of the apprentice who seeks
to see exactly what the training teacher does, with the
aim of copying exactly the procedures used. This way has
value in specific instances where limited time requires
hiirried preparation for definite teaching assignment. The
other way of observing is that used by those who have
ambition to become professional teachers, and who plan to
grov/ continuously as professional people. Such students
carry with them a critical or evaluating attitude; they
seek reasons for everything the training teacher does in
terms of basic educational principles; and they look for
worthwhile objectives in the work they are observing.
They are assisted in conferences to look for causes of
pupil behavior and difficulties in the light of accepted
psychological laws. It is this second way that is
emphasized in the work of this semester.

strictly standardized procedures are hardly possible or
desirable in this type of work when several different rooms
of pupils and different training teachers are involved.
Also the degree of professional maturity of students and
their individual abilities must be taken into ’account
before deciding upon too much regimentation. It seems
advisable, therefore, to include in this syllabus the
outlines of general suggestions, arranged somev/hat in the
order in which the procedures might be employed. It is
evident that the educative value of such v/ork as is here
outlined will depend in large measure upon the interest
and skill of the trainir*g teachers. Those who are familiar
with the professional education of teachers know that the
work and responsibilities of the training teacher in a
teachers college are unique in the field of education, and
that they require a high order of ability and special
preparation.
For the first few visits the student is a careful
observer; but is gradually led to participate actively in
the teaching and in all the activities of the room. Such
participation is, however, graduated according to the
student ability to handle it successfully. The student
is also encouraged to make a place for herself in the
regard of the pupils, and to seek opportunities to
contribute to the procedures of the room. The attitude
sought is one that is not willing to v/ait for assignments
to do things. The procedures here suggested are arranged
in units mainly for convenience in recording them since
there is no hard and fast sequence.
First Unit . Observing and evaluating physical features.
1. Kind of furniture and seating arrangement. Are there
other types of furniture and other seating arrangements?
vVhat are the relative merits of each?
2. The amount of light and its regulation. Its direction
with respect to pupils,
3. Ventilation and temperature. How and by whom controlled?
What is the optimum temperature and where should the
thermometer be placed?
4. Blackboards, bulletin boards; where placed, and for what
purposes used?
5. Decorations; appropriateness; by whom prepared and
arranged?
6. Equipment for teaching, --room library, maps, construction
tables. Howf used?
7. Equipment for the personal use of the teacher; how much,
what kind, where placed?
8. Cleanliness of the room; pupils' pride therein and
responsibility.
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9. Other physical features which by their presence or absence
have a bearing on successful work in the room.
Second Unit . Observing pupils.
1. Construct a seating plan for the room to be used in learning
the nsimes of pupils.
2. Make a copy of the daily program of the room. Discuss it
with the teacher. This program can likely be varied from time
to time to give the student increased opportunities to see
and take part in different kinds of work.
3. The routine of the room, movement of pupils, housekeeping,
4. The general attitude of pupils. Do they seem happy,
successful, loyal to teacher?
5. Look for cases of mal-adjus tment of one sort or another.
Discuss these with the teacher and attempt to get information
to explain the causes.
6. Do pupils seek help of the teacher and show interest in
learning?
Third Unit . Observing teaching technique.
1. The general method used by the training teacher -
expository, recitation, group activity, project, or others.
2. Devices used to keep pupils busy and to arouse interest.
3. Assignments, how and when made.
4. The plans used by the training teacher, their form,
content, and completeness,
5. The basal texts and principal supplementary books used.
Make a list.
6. Determine which pupils fail to learn and understand
thoroughly. Study what could be done to help them succeed.
7. Study closely the control measures used by the training
teacher. Discuss them in conferences.
Fourth Unit . Observing provisions for individual differences
of pupils.
1. Learn the chronological ages of pupils and the general
facts about their home and commimity environment.
2. Attempt to estimate the correlation between the mental
age and chronological age of certain pupils who attract
your attention. Discuss your estimate with the training
teacher,
3. Is the same amount and character of work and activity
expected of all pupils?
4. Are certain fundamental accomplishments expected of all?
Vi/hat do these seem to be?
5. Devices used in making provision for individual differences.
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Fifth Unit
.
Beginning participation; correcting pupils’
papers.
1. Papers In spelling, language, niairiber work, etc., may be
corrected In the room or taken out to be returned at the
next visit. Some of them should be discussed with the
training teacher.
2. In certain cases the corrected papers may be discussed
with pupils, either Individually or in small groups.
5. Attempt to discover the causes of pupil’s difficulties
where mistakes have been made. Look for books or magazines
which will give help in meeting such difficulties.
4. Learn the forms used in handling written work. The
type of activity suggested in this unit may be repeated
several times with papers in different subjects.
Sixth Unit . Continued participation; assisting and getting
acqua lilted with pupils.
1. Smaller pupils are to be assisted with wraps, and
directed in passing to and from the room,
2. Assisting and directing games and activities during
recess and free periods.
3. Assisting in coaching operettas, dramatizations, choruses.
4. Telling or reading an interesting story to the entire
group.
Seventh Unit
.
Giving certain physical tests and becoming
acquainted v/ith pupils,
1. Weigh pupils and record ?/ei^ts on proper forms.
2. Give sight and hearing tests and make proper records.
Directions are provided,
3. Give strength tests and assist with practice for
physical stunts.
Eighth Unit . Participation in planning.
1. In conference with the training teacher secure directions
for planning the lessons to be taught by her during the
next visit. Prepare a tentative set of plans,
2. Secure and arrange teaching materials to be used, such as
pictures, flash cards, bits of information, material for
drill games.
3. Look for and make note of sources of helps in planning.
Ninth Uni t. Participation in teaching.
1. Helping an individual pupil or small group of two or
three to learn a lesson or portion of a lesson with which
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they have had difficulty. This should be done outside the
classroom, in the library, work room, or elsewhere.
8. Planning for this teaching should be done in advance,
and something about the nature of the pupils* difficulties
understood. Seek help in books,
3, Make a serious attempt to learn the cause of each pupil*
s
difficulty,
4, Devise tests to ascertain whether the desired learning
has been accomplished.
Participation of this nature can be repeated a number of
times with the same pupils, with different subjects.
Tenth Unit , Participation in certain extra-curricular
activities
,
1, Supervision and guidance of the library reading period.
The purpose of such periods is to assist children to learn
to find real pleasure in reading, and to give them an
opportunity to discover things in books. The student teacher
will need to know something of children’s literature,
especially such as the library contains,
8, Guiding and assisting with shadow plays, puppet shov/s,
and room programs,
3, Assisting with and making contributions to construction
projects with individual pupils or with groups,
4, Guiding and directing playground activities.
Eleventh Unit . Teaching a lesson to the entire class.
1, The lesson to be taught should be approved by the training
teacher, and the plans for it worked out in advance after
consultation with her. As soon as possible after the lesson
the student should seek a conference with the training
teacher for the purpose of getting helpful criticisms,
8, If the lesson is in penmanship, art, or music, the
assistance of the supervisor in that subject should be
sought in preparing plans,
3. It is sioggested that the teaching of the entire class
be deferred until the student feels a readiness to undertake
it, and has been able to gather the necessary teaching materials.
Such teaching maybe repeated several times.
Twelfth Unit . Compiling of working lists of references.
1, The st-udent shoiild make use of consultations with training
teachers and subject matter teachers in the college, and
personal research in the library in making up permanent
lists of helpful books and magazines on method, subject
matter, and teaching devices.

2. Beginnings should be made in the collection of teaching
materials such as pictures, materials for drill games,
flash cards, etc,
3, These are not accumulated to be used in slavish copying
of the procedures of a training teacher. On the contrary,
one must remember that a really good teacher develops a
high degree of originality and resourcefulness.
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STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT WORCESTER
APPRENTICE’S DIARY
FRIDAY January 12, 1934
Mary Reardon
New Woodland Street School
Grades 7^ and 8^
Miss Campbell and Miss Hubley
Attendance
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
8:15 - 1:15
8:00 - 1:10
8:10 - 1:10
8:15 - 1:10
Visitors
Tuesday - Miss Bishop
Friday - Miss Wheeler
Professional Reading
"The Teaching of English in
the Secondary School"
Thomas. Chapters 1 and 3
Tue sday January 9, 1954
Robert has smiled, I might better say laughed
at me ever since I entered his classrooms, I do not
believe in appearing stern and solemn before children, I
usually smiled back. That is, I did if I thought it was
the proper time to smile. However, the smile soon changed
to something between a laugh and a smile, perhaps I mi^t
say a "half-laugh" , I didn’t know exactly vhat to make of
him, and I began to wonder if he were really lauding at
me. I, therefore, decided to adopt a stern lock which I
could cast upon him. But to no avail, Robert grinned in
the same annoying manner, I decided to ignore him entirely,
thinking that I embarrassed him whenever I glanced his
way. This method of overlooking his actions has proved
successful. After school I had a friendly talk with him,
and I have come to the conclusion that he has laughed in
this peculiar manner merely in order to attract my attention.
After speaking with him, I am anxious to see how he will
react during the rest of my stay at the school.
1
January 10, 1954Wednesdav
Today, I tried to redem myself for the difficulties
into which I plunged yesterday, I followed Miss Bishop’s
suggestions and began at the very beginning to teach the
infinitive. I started with the simple infinitive ”to walk”
contained in the sentence. To walk is healthy and proceeded
slovrly step by step. The results were much more satisfying
than were yesterday's. Most of the children remembered
something about an infinitive from yesterday's discussion
so that the lesson went a little smoother and a trifle
faster than it might have gone if I had introduced the
infinitive for the first time. I had time to take up only
two uses of the infinitive, one as subject substantive,
the other as direct object of the verb. However, I felt
assured at the end of the period that all the members of
the class really understood their uses. As the infinitive
in each sentence was discussed, I had the children tell
not only its use in that sentence but everything which they
had learned about infinitives, I had a feeling of
satisfaction when the period was over for although I had
worked slowly, I had succeeded in accomplishing what I had
failed to do yesterday,
Thursday Januar:/ 11, 1954
Ever since my first day's apprenticeship at the
Woodland Street School, my attention has been constantly
attracted to one boy, Warren, I noticed him, particularly,
in the geography class where he sits in the front seat.
One could not help but notice this boy. As l observed the
class for two days, I saw that it was made up of a lively,
’’up-and-coming" group of youngsters. I didn’t think that
I should care to take that particular class but, nevertheless,
I was assigned to do so. I must admit that my heart sank
as I thought of standing before them. But what a difference
v^en I finally did so. It is true that they are an active
crowd but merely because they are eager to recite. Warren
is by far the most enthusiastic member of the class. If
I were to allow him, he would recite the entire lesson. He
wants to talk every minute. If he is not called upon every
time he raises his hand, he speaks out or else comments
upon the recitation without being asked to do so . I did
not want to check his enthusiasm, but I certainly did not
want him to be jumping up and down all period and reciting
out of turn. 'Wiat was I to do with him? I decided a way.
The children like to keep score of the number of recitations
by rows and so I have allowed Vvarren to keep score part of
the time each day. The pupils know that I shall call upon
those who are orderly and who are not continually jumping

out of their seats, Warren delights in keeping score,
but he knows that I shall not allow him to do so if he speaks
out of turn. As a result, he has ’’tamed down” so to speak
and recites only 'when called upon,
Friday January 12, 1954
I can remember that when I attended high school
the teachers had to continually remind the pupils in the
various classes that graphs, pictures, and maps were not
printed in text books just to take up oages or to beautify
the books but were really placed there to explain or
clarify certain points brought out in the books. Even
today many of us have to be reminded of this fact. Whom
are we to blame for this laxity? Probably the fault lies
with ourselves. But I believe that some of it mi^t be
due to the fact that -we were not properly trained to use
these maps, graphs, etc.
Such is not the case in my geography classes.
These pupils have been taught the value of using such
’’helps”, and they do so at all times, I was surprised to
discover that they did not have to be told to look at such
and such a graph or to point out a certain place on the
wall map. If the necessity arises for such a procedure,
they do so readily, I am certain that vhen these youngsters
reach high school and college they will not have to be
told to use their diagrams but will take advantage of
them quickly and willingly.
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STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT WORCESTER
APPRENTICE* S DIARY
FRIDAY 1934
Norma Dooley
Training School
Eighth Grade English
4-50 minute periods a week
2 grammar periods
1 written composition period
1 oral comoosition period
Prologue
The best things in life can*t be put into words -
likewise, the best things in a teaching experience - the
growth in oneself, the growth in the pupils, the pleasure
at seeing results from one’s work, the companionship with
the children, and the actual joy in teaching are rather
intangible and can’t be expressed definitely. The best
that a student teacher can do is to endeavor to put her
feelings into words and trust that her reader will garner
from between the lines of rather feeble words the evidence
of a joy in teaching vhich can’t be put into words but
which is none the less real.
Professional Fitness
Many of the characteristics under professional
fitness (personal appearance, manners, culture, executive
ability, health, mentality, integrity, etc) have not been
tremendously changed by my nine weeks in the Training
School, The change in those qualities is a gradual one
exoerienced throughout one’s years at Teachers College -
a gradual growth in a tendency to view one's own personal
characteristics from a "teacher viewpoint".
In other of the points, however, I have made
appreciable progress. My sense of humor has been modified;
it had been definitely a pupil’s sense of humor. Hitherto
I laughed vdienever I was amused, sometimes to my subsequent
sorrow and shame; but, at least, I felt no particular
responsibility for the sense of humor of twenty other
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people, I laughed when I felt like lauding during my
first lesson, and it wasn't until I was at home that
evening that I realized that some of the things at vhich
I had laughed (perhaps from nervousness) were actually
silly. The change in my sense of humor began the next
day, I laughed with my class at really amusing incidents
and discouraged (by example) laughing at silliness or
"smartness". The change in my class was really remarkable.
During the last six or seven weeks we have had perfectly
enjoyable classes - with little tendency to countenance
silliness but with a keen enjoyment by all of the really
funny experiences, A hearty lau^ of natural enjoyment by
a class and teacher "clears the air" and sustains attention,
whereas the situation made up of suppressed giggles of a
class over a joke which "the teacher doesn^t see" is
artificial and causes disciplinary problems.
Frankly, I don't believe that I possess as much
dignity as I ought, but I am encouraged by the fact that
even if in my innermost self there is still some tiling of
childishness, I can muster a dignified exterior particularly
when in the presence of those younger than I am, I feel
that the proper degree of dignity is that vid:iich makes my
pupils respect me but silso makes them my friends because
it is only when my pupils both respect me and consider me
a friend that I shall be able to help them and guide them.
My professional judgment has been considerably
improved, princinally because of experience under guidance.
My judgment in handling disciplinary problems, in
determining the relative seriousness of errors, in grading
a pupil's scholarship, effort, and conduct and in the
presentation of subject matter to a class have all been
vitally and favorably affected by my apprenticeship.
Professional fitness is one of the most difficult
of topics for me to try to analyze. Studying the
characteristics which make up "me" is hard even #ieti I
.
do it just for myself, but it is doubly hard when I do it
for the reading of another.
Teaching Ability
It will be some time before I fo-rget the hours
I spent on those inductive lessons on new grammar material.
The fate of those first plans was just as unhappy as were
the hours spent on them lengthy. They always came back
with one of Miss Fitch's very familiar "Please see me's."
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It took me two or two and a half hours te write
a plan for a presentation of new material. My procedure
was - a search through five or six of the best English
books checking and noting the most helpful material on the
subject, organization and planning of the knowledge I had
gained, and finally formation of the questions which would
make my children grasp the new idea and connect it with
their previous knowledge. In aoproximately two weeks I
had improved to such an extent that I had cut my time in
half for the writing of a lesson plan. During the last
few weeks I was able to write a plan for a lesson in a
half an hour, and, best of all, my plans began to merit
"Good's" rather than "Please see me’ s"
,
and occasionally
there was a longer remark of the kind which gives one the
impetus to keep oh striving toward the goal which is, at
last, coming into sight,
I doubt if there is another phase in which I
have developed to such an extent as I have in "ability to
question". It was a bit difficult for me to ask the
question which would get the resTX>nse that I wanted. My
first questions were groping and unsatisfactory. Because
of the expert guidance which I had, however, I feel that
my questions have become much more expert.
Scholarship
Teaching makes a person conscious of failings
which she would otherwise ignore. Since I have a very
helpful family (like most families, they like to remind
you of your failings), I have been aware of the fact that
I use the plural after "everyone" - example - "Everyone
will clear their desks." I never was truly ashamed of
that defect, however, until I used the incorrect form before
my class one day, I believe that I have completely overcome
that fault, and I am quite sure that my "consciousness" as
a teacher of my failings will help to eliminate than
gradually but surely.
I taught English in the Training School. English
(with the exception of rules of grammar) was one of my
favorite subjects in grammar school and high school and is
now, I am glad that I was able to inspire my pupils with
even a small degree of love for reading and a delict in
writing well and speaking well. If I am glad because my
class was interested in those phases of English which hold
my attention, I am still more glad because I was able to

develop in my pupils a desire to learn grammar, a knowledge
that it can be mastered, and a pleasurable feeling at
having mastered certain phases of it. It is comparatively
easy to interest a class in that which is intensely interest
ing to you, but it does require thought to lead a class to
enjoy that v^ich has always bored you personally. Two or
three of my pupils will never know just how happy it made
me for them to tell me that, "Grammar isn’t half bad this
year, I really like it;" nor will the boy 'fiho said, "l
don't mind grammar now because I can get it" realize how
glad I was to hear him say it.
Control
It is very fortunate for my mental stability
that my sense of humor forces me to laugh at that very
frightened girl 'jvho stood in front of twenty lively boys
and girls early in ^^eptember, I have to admit that I was
scared. Only the dentist has ever scared me the way those
boys and girls did. There were several reasons for my
fright - none of them was logical, but all of them were
very powerful. There is always a certain challenge in
every new task - a challenge to do one’s best. It wasn't
the challenge I feared, but a dread that perhaps I
couldn’t meet the challenge. I had been very disappointed
with myself because of the grades which I had received at
the end of my "Junior Apprenticeship", The disappointment
had been forgotten until I stood before that class when
I could remonber it distinctly. The fifty minutes were
hectic. The class "tried me out", and I suffered. I had
planned to set up very definite standards during my first
lesson, but I was quite fortmate to get through the period
with no major mishaps.
The next day I did begin my lesson with a very
short talk in which I told my class that I expected them
to conduct themselves like eighth graders. An occasional
kind but firm word as a reminder and very careful watching
on my part for the beginning of mischief during the next
two days started my class on the ri^t road. After that
I can truthfully say that I never thought of control.
There was one exception to the fact that I didn't have to
think of control. There was one pupil in the class whom
I found I had to watch and call on frequently in order to
keep him out of mischief.

I feel that riiles for control have to be
modified by the teacher to suit her own personality.
Each teacher must learn how she can best control her
classes. There are, however, some rules which most
teachers should follow. The following rules are not
necessarily all of the most important rules; they are
the ones which I like best and which help me:
(1) Set up very high standards in the beginning.
(2) Always keep your word.
(3) Careful distribution of questions will eliminate
disciplinary problems.
(4) Don’t ’'nag”.
(5) Lead the children to set up their own standards
of conduct; have them tell wherein they have failed, and
determine their own punishment (v\^en advisable),
(6) Always get the attention of every member of the
class at the beginning of a period,
(7) Be alert to see #ien attention is lagging,
(8) Only those materials which are necessary should
lie on the children’s desks.
(9) Always keep the pupil’s viewpoint in mind,
(10) Never let a child become resentful because of
punishing. Make him understand why he is being punished.
It is the exceptional child who will resent a punishment
or reprimand which he knows he deserves,
(11) Be just as natural as you can,
(12) Never let your voice become harsh or raise it.
Epilogue
At the end of my Senior Aporenticeship I don’t
feel satisfied with myself as a teacher, I do feel,
though, that I am now standing on a very firm foundation
to which I can easily add as the need requires.
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As to the goal for which I have been striving for
four years, it is so near that it is tantalizing. I feel
that if I could have my own group of children for a year
that maybe -- I could reach that goal*
It isn't Dossible for me to tell in words how
much Miss Fitch's kind, ever-patient and wise guidance has
done for that girl v^o was so frightened in September. My
teaching alone can thank her, and I shall strive to make
that teaching worthy of the ideals of Worcester State
Teachers College.
Norma Adams Dooley
November 21, 1933
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MlyESTFISLD-STATS TEACHERS COLLEQS
R3,ting Sheet for Student Teachets
Student :
Period of training:
Teacher ; Grade
:
. 1. Personality
^ General appearance
Voice (placement; clearness)
General health
Cooperation
Dependability
Executive ability (energy)
Enthusiasm
Versatility: as to
Music
Art and activities
Literature (story telling)
Writing
2 , Teaching Ability
Planning
Mastery of subject matter
Presentations
Skill in:
Questioning
Assignment
Drill
Application
Resourcefulness
In methods
In devices
Governing Ability
Alertness
Judgment
Firmness
Understanding children
U,-^En,;lish
Oral
Written
General Statement
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